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Summary
Today’s understanding of function and relevance of RNA molecules has been shaped
in 1958 by Francis Crick: the so called ’Central Dogma’. It defines RNA as being a
messenger between the information storage of the cell the DNA and its executive form,
proteins. This central dogma, however, has been extended over the last decades. Besides
their central role, several additional biological functions have been attributed to RNA
molecules (1.1). In eukaryotes, co-transcriptional processes such as 5′ capping, splicing
and 3′-processing, are an important part of mRNA maturation. Those processes are
dominantly regulated via the direct interaction between RNA and RNA-binding proteins
(1.2). Specific interactions between proteins and RNA are established by RNA binding
domains (RBD, 1.2). In addition, cellular functions like post-transcriptional generegula-
tion or RNA half-life and decay are mediated and controlled by protein-RNA interactions
as well. Hence, a precise analysis of protein-RNA interaction as well as the complex in-
terconnection of their networks is necessary to get a detailed understanding of central
biological functions.
In order to detect protein-RNA interactions the recently developed photoactivatable
ribonucleoside-enhanced CLIP (PAR-CLIP) approach was adapted to the model system
Saccharomyces cerevisiae by Carlo Bäjen (AG Cramer). PAR-CLIP offers the precise
determination of protein-RNA interaction via UV crosslink-specific induced point mu-
tations based on previously incorporated nucleotide analogues into growing transcripts
(1.3.1).
Analysis of current high-throughput next generation sequencing (NGS) data as gen-
erated by PAR-CLIP experiments is dependent on sound computational frameworks to
formulate and answer biological questions and to gain biological insights out of raw ex-
perimental data. Up to now, no software is available covering all necessary steps for
PAR-CLIP data analysis. Furthermore, available software solutions for protein-RNA
interaction determination or PAR-CLIP measurements (1.3.2) depend on misleading as-
sumptions resulting in high false discovery rates.
This work aimed at producing a pipeline for PAR-CLIP data dubbed as STAMMP (2.1)
that covers all necessary analysis steps of PAR-CLIP data. STAMMP includes pre-process
procedures adopted to the needs of PAR-CLIP data analysis (2.2) and a statistical mixture
model for reliable detection of PAR-CLIP binding sites based on crosslink induced point
mutations (2.3). Additionally, STAMMP introduces a normalization procedure of PAR-
vii
CLIP binding sites with RNA-seq data to correct for transcript abundance effects and
to obtain binding strength measurements per binding site (2.4) followed by exhaustive
post-process analysis steps to directly infer biological results (2.6).
Compared to available protein-RNA interaction site detection methods (1.3.2) STAMMP
shows a clear improvement in both the number of found sites and the achieved false
discovery rate (3.1.3).
Despite the fact, that technical biases are known for related experimental procedures
like ChIP-seq researches have begun to investigate possible technical biases affecting
PAR-CLIP data only recently. In concordance to current biochemical results the analysis
of PAR-CLIP data here indicates, that PAR-CLIP experiments are indeed affected by
offtarget effects (3.1.1), sequence biases (3.1.5) and technical background biases (3.1.6),
that need to be taken into account during analysis.
The development of STAMMP went along with the analysis of 25 PAR-CLIP data sets
measured in Saccharomyces cerevisiae and revealed insights into the biogenesis of mRNAs
(3.2) as well as the transcriptome surveillance machinery in yeast (3.3.2). In brief, the
necessity for the correction of transcription abundance (3.2.4), the conserved recognition
of pre-mRNA introns (3.2.5), a unified recognition of pre-mRNA polyadenylation sites
conserved between yeast and human (3.2.6) and a connection of splicing and 3′-processing
events (3.2.9) could be shown with STAMMP among other observations. Additionally, the
PAR-CLIP analysis supported the hypothesis for selective termination processes and
degradation of ubiquitous ncRNA in order to maintain transcriptome surveillance (3.3.2).
Thus, the newly developed analysis pipeline STAMMP was able to overcome previous
pitfalls and bottlenecks in PAR-CLIP data analysis and proved a valuable tool for the
in-depth evaluation of high-throughput data.
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1 Introduction
Ribonucleic acid (RNA) is one of the three components of the central dogma of molecular
biology proposed by Francis Crick in 1958 [1]. The dogma firstly described the general
flow of biological information in life and states the well known cascade of steps to trans-
form the sequentially stored biological information of the deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA)
into RNA known as transcription, which can be followed by translation, a process, where
messenger-RNA (mRNA) is compiled into protein. Additional to the central dogma, a
variety of different functions are nowadays known for RNA besides being mRNA alone.
Proteins are interacting with all kinds of RNAs, e.g. to ensure proper RNA produc-
tion, guiding them to specific cellular components, regulating their decay and protecting
them from unwanted digestion [2, 3]. During these processes proteins and RNAs form-
ing ribonucleo-protein (RNPs) and messenger ribonucleo-protein complexes (mRNPs).
Therefore, a precise understanding of protein-RNA interactions is needed to get details
about central cellular processes. However, only recent developed biochemical technolo-
gies provide methods to pinpoint the precise in vivo interactions of proteins and RNAs
transcriptome wide [4].
In the majority of cases today’s research of molecular biology is done in collaborations
of biochemists, focusing onto inventions and improvements of biological measurement
techniques and computational biologists, focusing onto inventions and improvements in
analysis systems and theoretical models [5]. This work introduces methods for analyzing
measurements of protein-RNA interactions derived from photoactivatable ribonucleoside-
enhanced CLIP (PAR-CLIP) experiments. The remainder of this chapter gives a brief
overview about the biological, technical and mathematical background.
1.1 A brief overview about RNA
All genetic information of an organism is located in every nucleus of a cell and is stored
in the double-stranded DNA helix composed of the nucleotides adenine (A), guanine (G),
cytosine (C) and thymine (T) [6]. Similar to the DNA the polymeric RNA molecule is a
chain of the four nucleotides adenine (A), guanine (G), cytosine (C) and uracil (U). As
stated by the central dogma, the DNA serves as a template for the generation of messenger
RNA (mRNA) containing a copy of the coding sequence of proteins a process known as
transcription [1]. According to the dogma, transcription is followed by translation, the
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generation of proteins by the ribosome guided by the information encoded in the mRNA.
Nowadays, the general statement that DNA is transcribed into mRNA has been ex-
tended by numerous details over the past decades. In brief, transcription starts by un-
winding the DNA double-strand by helicases and the genetic information is read in 3′−5′
direction by the RNA polymerase (Pol) to generate RNA transcripts in 5′−3′ orientation.
During mRNA transcription modifications are made to the transcript by RNA-binding
proteins and several quality checkpoints have to be passed which are connected with
each other which is known as the biogenesis of mRNAs. Several proteins associated
with mRNA maturation are recruited via phosphorylation and dephosphorylation of the
C-terminal-domain (CTD) of PolII while other proteins can interact directly with RNA
molecules via different RNA binding domains (RBD, see 1.2) [7].
After the transcription machinery is guided to the transcription start site (TSS) via
transcription factors (TF) the pre-initiation complex (PIC) assembles and starts tran-
scription. The growing transcript gets protected against rapid degradation starting at
the 5′ end of the transcript by capping enzymes which chemically modify the first nu-
cleotide of the RNA [8, 9]. On the DNA level most eukaryotic genes consists of exons and
introns whereas exons contain protein coding sequences (CDS) and introns do not contain
CDS. As a consequence, introns have to be removed from transcripts which is known as
splicing to ensure proper protein translation [10, 11]. In addition, different exons can be
combined to generate different proteins originating from the same TSS. A process known
as alternative splicing [12, 13].
Finally, mRNAmaturation is completed after the 3′-end-processing of transcripts which
contains the cleavage and release of the mRNA followed by the poly-adenylation of the
3′-end to protect the transcript from rapid degradation. Successfully matured mRNAs
are packaged and transported out of the nucleus into the cytoplasm [14].
Besides classical mRNAs which contain the coding sequence of proteins other classes
of RNAs are known which do not carry protein coding sequences and thus are not sub-
sequently transcribed. Four different polymerases exist in eukaryotic organisms whereas
each polymerase is responsible for the generation of specific classes of RNAs. RNA
polymerase I (PolI) transcribes ribosomal RNA (rRNA), RNA polymerase II (PolII) is
responsible for the transcription of mRNA, small nuclear RNA (snRNA) and micro RNA,
RNA polymerase III (PolIII) synthesizes transfer RNA (tRNA) and rRNA, and the mi-
tochondrial polymerase (mtPol) transcribes RNA molecules from mitochondrial DNA
[15, 16, 17].
The view on the function of RNAs has been expanded dramatically compared to the
dominating central dogma of the understanding of the function of RNAs over the last
decades. Besides carrying protein coding information RNA molecules can fold into struc-
tures, interact with other proteins and can be functional active [18, 19]. In addition,
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comparisons of the transcriptome and the genome of organisms revealed that transcrip-
tion is pervasive throughout the genome which gave rise to non-coding RNA (ncRNA) or
long non-coding RNA (lncRNA) while only a minority of the transcribed regions are trans-
lated into proteins [20]. The complexity of organisms correlates more with the amount
of transcribed ncRNA than with the number of genes [21]. Examples could be found
that some ncRNAs are indeed functional and facilitate e.g. gene regulation and protein-
protein interactions [22]. Expression of ncRNA is cell type specific and thus, suggesting
their importance for specific cellular functions and fate [23].
However, pervasive transcription and ncRNAs leads to a more complex transcriptome
which has to be regulated in order to maintain cellular function [24]. Transcription of
ncRNAs can overlap with genes leading to interference of gene transcription, and e.g.
ncRNAs can inhibit other RNA molecules from translation. Thus, the cell needs mech-
anisms to distinguish between functional and non-functional RNAs and further systems
for the regulation of RNA half-life of different RNA classes. As a consequence different
transcription termination pathways for mRNA coding transcripts and ncRNA could be
determined recently [25, 26]. In yeast the Nrd1-Nab3-Sen1 pathway is responsible for the
rapid degradation of ncRNA while the precise termination of mRNA proteins is still not
fully understood [3].
Numerous RNA binding proteins are associated to these highly dynamic regulatory
processes and recent discoveries strongly suggest, that regulation of transcripts and the
determination of cellular function and fate is regulated post-transcriptional by a network
of RNA binding proteins and the crosstalk of these processes [27]. However, most inves-
tigations of transcription regulation have been done on the level of DNA analyzing the
interaction of transcription factors and gene expression. Most analysis of the interactions
of proteins and RNAs are done in vitro and only recent developed biochemical methods
offer precise whole transcriptome in vivo data to study protein-RNA interactions precisely
(see 1.3.1).
1.2 Target recognition of RNA-binding proteins
As stated in 1.1 proteins interact in many different ways with all classes of RNA and
at all steps of a lifetime of a RNA molecule. In order to elucidate biological functions
of RNA-binding proteins (RBPs) and determine their binding specificities a knowledge
of how protein-RNA interactions are facilitated is necessary. Contrary to the first idea,
that many different RNA-binding domains (RBDs) are responsible for the diverse binding
behaviours of RBPs only a few RNA-binding modules facilitate many different functions
by integrating multiple RBDs in various structural arrangements into a RBP [28]. Here,
a brief introduction about the arrangements, combinations and specificities of RBDs is
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given.
Often, a protein consists of multiple RBDs (Figure 1.1A) where each domain for it-
self shows only a weak sequence specificity. However, by integrating multiple copies of
weak domains a protein gains high specificities and affinities through the combination of
domains while maintaining high flexibility and regulation by assembling or dissembling
them. The modularity of RBPs lead to several effects listed in the following:
• a protein can interact with longer stretches of nucleotides of a RNA (Figure 1.1B)
• distant sequence of a molecule can be bound (Figure 1.1C)
• different RNA molecules can be bound by the same protein (Figure 1.1D)
• a protein can facilitate RNA structure changes (Figure 1.1E)
• a RBP functions as a spacer to facilitate the binding of an additional protein (Figure
1.1G)
The modularity of RBPs is mirrored in evolution. For example, long linkers between
two RBDs tend to be as conserved as the domain itself if the precise positioning of the
domains is mandatory [29]. Summarized information about the RNA-recognition motif
(RRM), the K-homology domain (KH domain) and the zinc fingers (ZF), that are parts
of the proteins analyzed in chapter 3 are given here.
From these three classes, the RRM is the best described one which is typically 80-90
amino acids long and forms four stranded anti-parallel β-sheets with two helices packed
against it whereas the RNA recognition is usually mediated via the surface of the β-sheet.
Usually, a single RRM recognizes RNA sequences between four and eight nucleotides
length [30] via three conserved residues consisting of an Arg or Lys that form a salt
bridge to the backbone and two aromatic residues that make interactions to nucleobases
[28]. The binding of an RRM is mainly, but not limited to RNA sequence recognition
only. A few examples show an interaction with other proteins as well.
The KH-domain is typically around 70 amino acids long and can bind to ssRNA and
ssDNA. In contrast to the RRM no aromatic residues are present and the binding of
typically four nt long stretches is facilitated by hydrogen bonding, shape, and electrostatic
interactions.
At last, zinc fingers (ZF) which are well known domains of protein-DNA interactions
can also mediate binding of proteins to RNAs and characterized by the arrangement of
secondary structures around one or more zinc ions to stabilize the fold. Based on the
basis of the residues interacting with zinc the ZF domains are distinguished. Normally a
protein consists of multiple zinc finger repeats in order to facilitate sequence specificity.
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Figure 1.1: An overview of RBPs modular structure and multiple functionality taken
from Lunde et al. [28]
(A) Demonstration for the variability in the number of copies of RBDs per RBP
(B) Multiple domains are used to enhance sequence specific protein-RNA interactions
(C) Disordered long linkers facilitate the recognition of distant motifs
(D) Disordered long linkers facilitate the recognition of distinct RNA molecules
(E) Rearrangement of the topology of a RNA molecule
(F) RBP are used as spacers to position other proteins in dependence of the RNA molecule
(G) RNA binding coupled to environmental conditions
1.3 Technical background
Current research in system biology and biochemistry often consists of a wet lab part sub-
sequently followed by specific bioinformatic analyses. This study focuses on the bioinfor-
matic analysis part of protein-RNA interaction data obtained by PAR-CLIP experiments.
As a consequence only a brief introduction into the biochemical methods and the history
of development is given in 1.3.1. A detailed introduction of available computational
PAR-CLIP analysis methods is given in 1.3.2.
1.3.1 Cross-linking and immunoprecipitation (CLIP) and its improvements
First whole-genome in vivo protein-RNA interaction measurements were published in
2000 using a technique known as RNA immunoprecipitation (RIP) chip [31]. In principle
a RNA binding protein is immunoprecipitated and isolated together with the bound RNA.
Bound RNA is reverse transcribed into cDNA followed by microarray analysis. Although
first insights into protein-RNA interactions were achieved by RIP-chip this technique
has several drawbacks. Precise binding sites cannot be detected due to low resolutions,
microarray measurements are error-prone and only stable mRNPs can be detected. To
circumvent these shortcomings and to get more precise protein-RNA measurements a
method called ultraviolet (UV) crosslinking and immunoprecipitation (CLIP) was devel-
oped [32, 33].
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CLIP utilizes the fact, that in vivo crosslinks between protein-RNA interactions are
induced only at sites of direct contact between proteins and RNAs using UV light. After
crosslinking and subsequent cell lysis, the protein of interest gets immunoprecipitated
and bound RNA is reverse transcribed into cDNA. In contrast to RIP-chip the cDNA
fragments were subjected to Sanger sequencing and mapped to the genome to infer protein-
RNA interactions.
The Sanger method used in the original publication was replaced by modern high-
throughput sequencing technologies to get more precise data due to higher sequencing
depth and is known as high-throughput sequencing of CLIP cDNA library (HITS-CLIP or
CLIP-seq, Figure 1.2 middle) [34]. The resolution of CLIP and HITS-CLIP is dominated
by the length of cDNA fragments subjected for sequencing.
Figure 1.2: Overview of the protein-RNA detection methods PAR-CLIP, (HITS)-CLIP
and iCLIP taken from [4]
For PAR-CLIP cells are labeled with 4-thiouridine and protein-RNA interactions are crosslinked with
365nm UV light. In contrast, all other CLIP protocols avoid the usage of nucleotide analogues, but use
254nm UV light. Cell lysis, immunoprecipitation of the crosslinked protein-RNA complexes, adapter
ligation and proteinase K digestion are performed in every protocol. After reverse transcription and
sequencing PAR-CLIP utilizes crosslink-induced specific point mutations for crosslink site detection while
HITS-CLIP searches for deletions or mutations and iCLIP leverages cDNA truncation sites.
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Along with HITS-CLIP another method for the study of in vivo protein-RNA interac-
tions was developed by Granneman et al. known as CRAC [35]. Granneman could show,
that mutation and deletion events in reads are introduced by crosslinks and can be used
to pin point protein-RNA interaction sites precisely.
To further improve the resolution of protein-RNA interactions two recent approaches
were developed. The photoactivatable ribonucleoside-enhanced CLIP (PAR-CLIP) ap-
proach uses nucleotide analogues like 4-thiouridine (4-SU) or 6-thioguanosine (6-SG) to
further enhance the CLIP procedure (Figure 1.2 left) [36]. Compared to the original
CLIP protocol the usage of 4-SU or 6-SG allows to use UV-light with a wavelength of
365nm instead of 256nm leading to lower levels of noise due to the fact, that crosslinks
only occur between nucleotide analogues and proteins and not between other nucleotides
and proteins. In addition, nucleotide analogues cause specific point mutations during the
reverse transcription(Figure 1.2 left). 4-thiouridine leads to specific T→C mutations and
6-thioguanosine leads to G→A mutations. These artificially introduced mutations can
be utilized for a precise protein-RNA binding site detection as described in 1.3.2 and 2.3.
PAR-CLIP induces more and specific mutations compared to CRAC and HITS-CLIP
which leads to a clear distinction between true and false protein-RNA interaction sites.
The second recently published approach for nucleotide resolution measurements of
protein-RNA interactions is known as individual nucleotide resolution CLIP (iCLIP)
[32, 33]. In comparison to PAR-CLIP no nucleotide analogues are used. Reverse tran-
scription can be aborted at crosslink sites due to a drop off of the polymerase caused by
peptide rests that remain at the crosslink site after proteinase K digestion. The resulting
truncated fragments would get lost in the standard CLIP protocol. By using an adapter
which consists of a 3′-primer, cleavage-site and 5′-primer these fragments can be captured,
circularized, linearized (Figure 1.2 right) and subjected to sequencing. The sequencing
results are searched for truncation sites indicating the position of the crosslink.
1.3.2 Methods for binding site detection in PAR-CLIP data
Reliable binding site detection is one of the key components of an analysis pipeline for
PAR-CLIP data in order to separate signal from noise and to get reliable information
for subsequent analysis in post-processing steps. This section gives a detailed overview
about published methods for PAR-CLIP binding site detection and focuses on the math-
ematical background of each presented method. More general information about CLIP
data analysis are covered in 2.1.
The question how to identify reliable binding sites in PAR-CLIP data was first ad-
dressed in the original PAR-CLIP publication by Hafner et al. [36]. Their preliminary
analysis revealed that 4-SU induces T→C mutations which
• are the most observed mutations in the data sets
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• are most of the times inside or in close vicinity of binding motifs (Figure 1.3A,B)
• lead to the strongest motif enrichments, if binding sites are sorted according to the
number of T→C mutations (Figure 1.3C).
Hafner et al. selected all read clusters with at least two crosslink positions and, second,
ranked all clusters by the total number of T→Cmutations (see supplementary information
in [36]) to separate true binding sites from noise. All subsequently published binding site
detection methods are based on the T→C characteristics first described and utilized by
Hafner.
Most published methods for binding site detection consist of a two step process where
one step utilizes T→C mutations and a second step exploits the read coverage. In the
following this chapter gives a specific introduction into the available PAR-CLIP analysis
methods naive, PARalyzer[37], wavClusteR[38] and PIPE -CLIP[39].
1.3.2.1 Naive approach - Hafner like
The simplest approach to define a decision criterion for PAR-CLIP binding site detection
is to introduce the thresholds δr for the number of reads ri and δm for the number of
T→C mutations mi at genomic position i. In addition to these criteria only reads that
mapped to annotated mRNAs were analyzed in the original publication [36]. In this work
the naive approach is defined that a genomic position is considered as a true binding site
A B C
Figure 1.3: T→C characteristics taken from [36]
The figures were taken from [36]
(A) T→C positional mutation frequency for PAR-CLIP clusters anchored at the ATTAAY RNA-
recognition element (RRE) show the highest probability of T→C mutations at the first T in the motif.
The T→C shows clear enrichment compared to the background (dashed line)
(B) T→C positional mutation frequency for PAR-CLIP clusters anchored at the 8-nt recognition motif
from all motif-containing clusters. Although, three possible T could be used for crosslink facilitation only
the last T is preferred for crosslinking.
(C) The fraction of clusters containing the binding motif of the analyzed factor PUM2 is shown on the
y-axis. All PAR-CLIP sites are sorted according to the number of observed T→C mutations (x-axis). A
dependency of a decreasing fraction of clusters containing the binding motif and the amount of observed
T→C mutations can be seen.
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if
ri > δr and (1.1)
mi > δm (1.2)
regardless at which genomic position a read was mapped.
1.3.2.2 PARalyzer
PARalyzer [37] was the first bioinformatic software specifically introduced for analyzing
PAR-CLIP data and was used in different PAR-CLIP studies indicating that the RNA-
binding protein HuR couples pre-mRNA processing and mRNA stability in human [40]
and analyzing the binding behavior of LIN28 in human [41].
In brief, the model proposed by PARalyzer utilizes experimentally introduced T→C
mutations with two kernel-density estimates. One estimator for T→C mutation events
and one estimator for T→T non-mutation events. Read groups exceeding a previously
specified number of minimum reads and where the likelihood of T→C events as defined
by the kernel-density estimator is higher than T→T events are considered as binding
sites.
In detail, for a read group of length L PARalyzer defines x(i)T→C and x
(i)
T→T with i ∈
{1, . . . ,L} as the number of observed T→C and T→T events at position i. The values of
nT→C and nT→T are defined as the total number of T→C and T→T events within the
read group. Thus, the likelihoods for T→C and T→T events within a read group are
defined as:
fT→C(j) =
L∑
i=1
x
(i)
T→C
nT→C
× 1√
2λ2π
e−
||i−j||2
2λ2 (1.3)
fT→T(j) =
L∑
i=1
x
(i)
T→T
nT→T
× 1√
2λ2π
e−
||i−j||2
2λ2 (1.4)
with j ∈ {1, . . . ,L}. A Gaussian kernel with globally fixed parameter λ = 3 was used for
class-specific density estimation (see Material and Methods in [37] for more details).
Equations 1.3 and 1.4 are then used to produce a non-parametric estimate for T→C
conversion and T→T non-conversion events, respectively:
kT→C(j) =
fT→C(j)∑L
i=j fT→C(j)
(1.5)
kT→T(j) =
fT→T(j)∑L
i=j fT→T(j)
(1.6)
Thus, genomic position j for which kT→C(j) > kT→T(j) are defined as binding sites. An
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example of the class-specific density estimations for T→C (red) and T→T (blue) events
is given in Figure 1.4.
1.3.2.3 wavClusteR
In 2012 Sievers et al. introduced the Bioconductor [42] package wavClusteR for bind-
ing site detection in PAR-CLIP data based on the analysis of T→C transitions [38].
wavClusteR was the first method that suggested to distinguish between experimentally
and non experimentally induced mutations in PAR-CLIP data for reliable binding site
detection. In general, the method uses a two step process. First, a non-parametric two-
component mixture model describing experimentally and non experimentally induced
mutations is used to find reliable binding sites. Second, a wavelet-based peak calling
is used for the determination of peak boundaries. The original publication describes a
continuous wavelet transform (CWT) for peak boundary definition which was replaced
by the Mini-Rank Norm (MRN) algorithm in later versions of the Bioconductor package
(see actual wavClusteR vignette for details).
According to the original publication let A = {A,C,G,T} be the nucleotide alphabet
and S = {(g,r)|g,r ∈ A∧ g 6= r} be the set of substitutions of any base g in the reference
genome to any other base r in the read. Next, the relative substitution frequency (RSF)
for each genomic position i and observed substitution s is introduced as:
x̂s,i =
ys,i
zi
, s ∈ S, (1.7)
AACUUCCUAAUCCAUGUACAUAAAAUACAUCAUAUGUACACUUATAAAUGUAUAUAG
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Figure 1.4: Example of PARalyzer interaction site identification
The figure was taken from [37] to illustrate the binding site detection proposed by PARalyzer.
The entire genomic region corresponds to a single read-group from the Pumilio2 library. The orange region
represents the nucleotides where the T→C signal kernel density estimate is above T→T background. The
light pink locations are the full interaction sites extended by up to 5 nucleotides. A light gold box
highlights the sequences that match the known Pumilio2 binding motif.
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where zi is the total coverage at position i and ys,i the number of observed substitution s at
position i. The number of substitutions ys,i is binomially distributed and parameterized
by zi and xs,i, whereas xs is distributed according to a probability density function
(PDF) ps, xs ∼ ps consisting of a two component mixture to model experientally and non
experimentally induced mutations.
The overall goal of the mixture model is to define a lower bound α and an upper bound
β for RSF values in such a way, that a RSF at position i is considered as experimentally
induced and thus likely to be true if α > xTC,i < β.
The mixture model ps is described as:
ps(x) = λs,1ps,1(x)︸ ︷︷ ︸
non experientally
+λs,2ps,2(x)︸ ︷︷ ︸
experientally
, (1.8)
where λx,k are the mixing coefficients with λs,k ≥ 0,
∑
k λs,k = 1 and k being the compo-
nent index so that k = 1 is referred to the non experimentally induced part and k = 2
is referred to the experimentally induced part. In order to find reliable binding sites the
following expression has to be solved:
pTC(x) = λ1p1(x)︸ ︷︷ ︸
non experientally
+ λ2p2(x)︸ ︷︷ ︸
experientally
, (1.9)
According to [38] equation 1.9 can be treated as a binary classification problem an-
swering the question when pTC is dominated by λ2p2(x). Thus, the authors derive the
posterior class probability:
P (K = 2|X = x) = λ2p2(x)
λ1p1(x) + λ2p2(x)
(1.10)
which can be rewritten to:
P (K = 2|X = x) =pTC(x)− λ1p1(x)
pTC(x)
(1.11)
by using equation 1.9 or as the log-odds ratio:
log P (K = 2|X = x)
P (K = 1|X = x) = log
λ2p2(x)
λ1p1(x)
(1.12)
with parameters λ1, λ2, p1(x), p2(x).
After parameter estimation wavClusteR uses equation 1.10 to calculate the posterior
probability of an observation being generated by the experimentally component. Next,
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wavClusteR reports a lower and an upper bound defined as ’support’ so that a genomic
position i is considered as a binding site if the RSF at position i is within the calculated
boundaries (see Figure 1.5B).
See Sievers et al. [38] for more details about the estimation of their proposed PDFs.
Here, only the proposed estimation for the mixing coefficients λk is recapped for later
discussions. In order to estimate the mixing coefficients Siever et al. introduce the count
function f defined as:
f : S → N0, f(s) =
G∑
j=1
I(s,j) (1.13)
with
I(s,j) =
1, if s is observed at least once at position j0, otherwise (1.14)
where G equals the size of the genome. The function f(s) indicates the number of
genomic positions with at least one substitution s. The mixing coefficient λ2 for the
weight of experimentally induced mutations is then defined as:
λ̂2 =
f(TC)− f̃
f(TC) , f̃ = argmaxf(n) (1.15)
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Figure 1.5: Model Estimations and Posterior Class Probabilities Estimated by
wavClusteR
The plots were generated with the original wavClusteR package and the Nrd1 data of chromosome 4 from
[24].
(A) Shown are the estimated densities for p,p1,p2 of equation 1.10 and the density of equation 1.12 calcu-
lated by the fitMixtureModel function of wavClusteR
(B) The resulting posterior class probability of equation 1.10 is shown, i.e. the probability that a given
relative substitution frequency (RSF, horizontal axis) has been experimentally induced. The area under
the curve corresponding to the returned RSF interval is colored, and the RSF interval indicated.
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1.3.2.4 PIPE-CLIP
Likewise to wavClusteR the binding site detection proposed in PIPE -CLIP uses a two
step process [39]. In brief, PIPE -CLIP finds enriched clusters of reads via a zero truncated
negative binomial model and selects binding sites using a model for crosslink induced
mutations. Only positions which pass both steps successfully are reported as reliable
binding site. In contrast to the other presented methods PIPE -CLIP can be used to
analyze PAR-CLIP, HITS-CLIP and iCLIP data.
For the selection of binding sites in PAR-CLIP data PIPE -CLIP focuses on experimen-
tally induced T→C mutations. In detail, each genomic position i is characterized by the
total number of mapped reads ki and the number of observed T→C mutations mi. In
PIPE -CLIP mi is modeled by a binomial distribution parameterized by ki and the success
rate τ and thus defined as:
p(mi|τ,ki) =
(
ki
mi
)
τmi(1− τ)(ki−mi), (1.16)
where the success rate τ is defined as ki/genomsize. The probabilities obtained by
the binomial distribution are then used to calculate p-values to access the statistical
significance of the mutation. In a final step, the p-values are used to determine false
discovery rates via the Benjamin-Hochberg method and genomic positions with FDRs
less than a user-specified threshold are reported [43, 39].

2 Methods
The details of the computational pipeline for PAR-CLIP data analysis are presented in
this chapter. After a general introduction about the fundamental analysis steps in 2.1
each step is explained in detail in the remainder of this chapter.
The PAR-CLIP experiments which served as input for the development of the analysis
pipeline presented here where performed by Carlo Bäjen in the model organism Saccha-
romyces cerevisiae. All data presented in this work is meanwhile available under the GEO
accession number GSE59676 and published in Bäjen and Torkler et al. [44], as well as
in Schulz and Schwalb et al. [24]. Note, that the photoactivalable nucleotide analogue
4-SU was replaced in the yeast protocol by 4-thiouracil (4-tU). This chapter only contains
information regarding data analysis of PAR-CLIP data. For a detailed description of the
biochemically methods used in the yeast protocol please take a look in the supplementary
material of the publications [44, 24].
To avoid massive over-fitting of the pipeline development to the in-house generated data,
I also took a close look at the Nrd1/Nab3 yeast data previously published by Creamer et
al. [45] especially during the beginning of the development.
2.1 General workflow of PAR-CLIP data analysis
Basically the analysis of high-throughput next generation sequencing (NGS) data as
generated by CLIP experiments consists of the four basic building blocks
1. Pre-Processing
2. Binding Site Detection
3. Data Normalization
4. Post-Processing
and are typically presented as a pipeline which covers all necessary steps to get from
raw sequencing data to interpretable data representations as well as data quality mea-
surements (Figure 2.1). This work presents software solutions for each building block
whereas each block is implemented separately to facilitate high flexibility to users. The
pipeline is mainly written in Python 3 with dependencies on SciPy and R [46, 47].
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Figure 2.1: General pipeline overview
(A) The pre-processing step takes the raw sequence information in fastq format as input and covers all
raw data processing steps like adapter clipping, filtering of low quality reads and reference mapping. The
pre-processing is used for both PAR-CLIP sequencing data and RNA-seq data and stores the processed
data into the pileup format offered by SAMtools.
(B) RNA-seq processing takes the pileup from (A) as well as fasta files for each genomic chromosome as
input. Next, the RNA-seq signal is smoothed and stored in binary format for the normalization step (D)
(C) The statistical model from 2.3 detects true binding sites in the pileup generated by (A). Binding sites
are stored in a simple tab delimited text format and diagnostic plots for mutation events as well as quality
information are stored.
(D) Detected binding sites data from (C) are normalized with the smoothed RNA-seq data from (B).
(E) Normalized binding sites and genomic annotations in GFF format serve as input for various post-
processing scripts which return interpretable plots listed in the box.
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In general the pre-processing block is responsible for basic raw data handling of the
sequencing data to remove adapter sequences, filter out low quality reads and map the
reads back to the reference genome. Normally, this block consists of a sequence of widely
used third-party software. In 2.2 a detailed list of the used programs is given as well as
explanations for parameters settings especially adapted for PAR-CLIP experiments.
The binding site detection method is the key component of an analysis pipeline to
separate signal from noise. For this purpose a statistical model is introduced which gives
the probability that an observed number of mutations (see chapter 1.3.1 and Figure 1.2)
is caused by technical errors rather then by crosslink. A detailed description of the model
is given in 2.3.
Normalization of CLIP data is necessary to correct for transcript abundance and is
highlighted in 2.4.
At last the normalized binding sites can be subjected to further analysis to get biological
insights of the analyzed protein. The plots and analysis currently supported by the
pipeline are explained in 2.6.
2.2 Pre-processing
The pre-processing steps in STAMMP consist of a sequence of third-party software adapted
to the needs of PAR-CLIP data analysis. The first three pre-processing steps are per-
formed by in-house developed tools from Alexander Graf.
First, adapter sequences are removed from the sequencing reads. Next, 3′-ends of
sequencing reads are scanned for long poly-A stretches which are also clipped. Thus,
reads from already poly-adenylated mRNAs can also be captured and further processed.
Third, reads with poor quality are removed. A rigorous quality filtering is necessary for
PAR-CLIP data, because PAR-CLIP is based on specifically introduced mutations. All
reads are removed which have
• at least one nucleotide with a Phred score < 30
• at least one unknown nucleotide ’N ’
• a mark set by the illumina internal quality check.
These strict filter parameters enhance the likelihood that observed T→C mutations in
reads can be trusted and are more likely to be true mutations instead of bad sequencing
signals. Weaker filter parameters could lead to higher amounts of noise.
Clipped and filtered reads are then subjected to an alignment procedure to map the
reads to the reference genome of the underlying organism. Besides the filtering step the
alignment procedure is crucial for PAR-CLIP data. The precise handling of mutations
during the alignment step must be considered carefully for PAR-CLIP data analysis to
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avoid mistakes. Due to a large number of parameters for the alignment procedure the
mutations from the PAR-CLIP signal can be lost during this step easily. Currently,
Bowtie is used for the alignments of the reads [48]. In default settings Bowtie uses the
−n alignment mode which is coupled to the −e parameter. The following criteria are
used for the alignment of reads in default settings:
• alignments may not have more than −n mismatches
• the sum of the quality scores of all mismatches may not exceed −e
Due to the fact that PAR-CLIP data benefits from artificially introduced mutations with
high Phred-scores Bowtie’s parameters are set to the −v alignment mode which is mutu-
ally exclusive from the −n mode to avoid problems. Here, no Phred-scores are considered
during the alignment procedure and only alignments with up to −v 1 mismatches which
map uniquely to the genome −m 1 are reported. The score independent alignment pro-
cedure coupled with the rigorous quality filtering at the beginning is well suited for the
alignment of PAR-CLIP reads.
Finally, the uniquely mapped reads are converted into the pileup format using SAMtools
[49]. After file format conversion the pileup is passed to the binding site detection ex-
plained in the following chapter.
2.3 A novel statistical mixture model for binding site detection
in PAR-CLIP data
As stated in 1.3.2 the identification of reliable binding sites is a crucial part of PAR-CLIP
data analysis as it forms the basis for all subsequent analysis steps. Here, I introduce the
statistical model for binding site selection implemented in STAMMP - a statistical mixture
model for PAR-CLIP data - which distinguishs between experimentally induced and non
experimentally induced mutations. Compared to the published methods summarized in
1.3.2 the general assumption of STAMMP is related to the general assumption of wavClusteR.
However, the model used in STAMMP to describe non experimentally induced mutations as
well as the way to finally find reliable binding sites is different. The model proposed by
STAMMP is used to calculate the probability that an observed number of mutations at a
specific genomic position is caused by technical errors rather than from crosslink induced
mutations.
Let A = {A,C,G,T} be the nucleotide alphabet and S = {(g,r)|g,r ∈ A ∧ g 6= r}
be the set of all possible mutations. The number of an observed mutation s ∈ S at
genomic position i is defined as msi and the number of mapped reads at position i is
ri. As a consequence of this, PAR-CLIP measurements consists of data (msi , ri) for
both T→C transitions as well as every other mutation defined by S. However, the
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assumption in STAMMP is, that (mTCi ,ri) data is a mixture of experimentally induced
and non experimentally induced mutations whereas (ms′i , ri) data with s′ ∈ S \ (T,C) is
exclusively generated by error sources. In general, there are two rough sources of errors.
First, mutations can be induced by technical errors like sequencing-, PCR- or alignment-
errors and second, errors can be caused by sequence polymorphisms in the analyzed cells
resulting in SNPs. Due to the nature of the two origins of errors it is reasonable to
assume that mutations s′ can be utilized to fit the negative distribution p(ms′i |ri, θ) with
parameters θ to define the probability to get msi mutations due to everything except the
photoactivated crosslink.
The source of mismatches (MM) to the reference genome caused by technical errors
can be described by a beta binomial distribution
Bb(ms′i |ri, α0, α1) =
(
ri
ms
′
i
)
B(ms′i + α0, ri −ms
′
i + α1)
B(α0, α1)
(2.1)
where B is the beta function with the form
B(α0, α1) =
Γ(α0)Γ(α1)
Γ(α0 + α1)
(2.2)
The mismatches due to polymorphisms in the population can be described by a binomial
distribution
Bin(ms′i |ri, ρ) =
(
ri
ms
′
i
)
ρm
s′
i (1− ρ)ri−ms
′
i (2.3)
with ρ being the rate of mismatches due to SNPs.
Assuming a relative weight ω of sequencing errors the negative distribution is given by
p(ms′i |ri, α0, α1, ρ, ω) = ωBb(ms
′
i |ri, α0, α1) + (1− ω) Bin(ms
′
i |ri, ρ) (2.4)
with parameters θ = {α0, α1, ρ, ω}.
In order to calculate the negative distribution given in equation 2.4 the unknown param-
eters θ have to be specified. A solution to this problem is by maximizing the log-likelihood
of p(ms′i |ri, θ). This corresponds to choosing the values of θ for which the probability of
the observed data is maximized [50]. The log likelihood of equation 2.4 is given by
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LL(ms′i |ri, θ) = log
∏
i∈Genome
p(ms′i |ri, θ)→ max (2.5)
=
∞∑
r=1
r∑
ms′=0
f(ms′ ,r) log p(ms′ |r,θ)→ max (2.6)
where f(m,r) is a count function which returns the number of observed (ms′ , r) mis-
matches in a data set. Thus, the count function is defined as
f(ms′ , r) =
∑
i∈Genome
I(ms′i = ms
′ ∧ ri = r) (2.7)
with I being the indicator function.
To optimize the log-likelihood function the quasi-Newton method of Broyden, Fletcher,
Goldfarb, and Shanno known as BFGS as offered in the SciPy package is used [51, 52, 53,
54, 46]. A re-parametrization according to
α0 = expα0
α1 = expα1
ρ = 11 + expρ
ω = 11 + expω
assures, that the parameters are estimated according to their domains. Equation 2.5 is
optimized separately for the mutation data for r ∈ {5, . . . ,20} if enough data is available.
Start parameters are randomly chosen for each initialization and the optimization is
performed at least 100 times per r to prevent sticking into local optima. Lastly, the
parameters that lead to the best log-likelihoods per r are averaged and used as global
parameters for the p-value calculation.
After parameter estimation equation 2.4 is used to calculate the probability that the
observed number of T→C mutations mTCi is caused by technical errors. To speed up the
binding site detection the probability distributions are pre-calculated and stored. Next,
p-values are calculated for each genomic position with T→C mutations based on equation
2.4 where the p-value is given by
p(M ≥ mTCi |ri, θ) =
ri∑
j=mTCi
p(j|ri, θ) (2.8)
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Genomic positions with a p-value less or equal than a defined cutoff (default: 0.002) are
reported as protein-RNA binding site.
2.4 Normalization of PAR-CLIP binding sites with RNA-seq
data to correct for transcript abundance
PAR-CLIP data or in general CLIP data depends on the expression and the transcript
lifecycle of the underlying transcripts [55, 4]. The higher the expression of a transcript the
more signal is measured in CLIP and PAR-CLIP experiments. Therefore, a normalization
procedure to correct for transcript abundance is mandatory to compare binding sites in
a quantitative manner (Figure 2.2).
The suggestion of Kishore et al. to correct CLIP and PAR-CLIP counts by mRNA
expression levels measured by RNA-seq experiments is used in STAMMP [55]. However, the
RNA-seq data for PAR-CLIP data normalization should be generated under the same
conditions to avoid expression biases introduced by the PAR-CLIP protocol.
To correct for transcript abundance the T→C mutation counts mTCi of binding sites
reported by the statistical model (2.3) are divided by an averaged number of RNA-seq
reads ai. In default settings, STAMMP uses a moving average with a nucleotide width of
w = 10 to slightly smooth the RNA-seq read counts rRNAi so that
ai =
1
2w + 1
i+w∑
j=i−w
rRNAj (2.9)
.
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Figure 2.2: Normalization scheme for PAR-CLIP data in dependence on [4]
A schematic overview for the normalization of PAR-CLIP data by RNA-seq data to correct for transcript
abundance is shown. STAMMP divides the observed T→C mutation counts by the number of RNA-seq
transcripts mapped at that position. Thus, the binding at site B is stronger compared to site A despite
the fact, that the number of total counts for site A and B is identical.
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The normalized mTCi counts are expressed as the occupancy of a factor to a site given
by
occ(mTCi ) =
mTCi
ai
(2.10)
Thus, the affinity of a protein to a detected binding sites is determined in natural way.
RNA-seq data used for normalization in this work has been generated under the same
conditions like the PAR-CLIP experiments in order to derive read count data as close as
possibile to the PAR-CLIP induced conditions.
2.5 Generation of precise annotation data
Post-processing analysis of sequencing data strongly depends on precise annotation data
to reveal binding patterns of proteins. The PAR-CLIP data analyzed in this work was
generated in Saccharomyces cerevisiae and the most complete and accurate S.cer anno-
tation accessible so far is based on ChIP-chip experiments and published by Xu et al. in
2009 [56]. However, the same laboratory published precise transcript-isoform (TIF) data
of yeast based on sequencing data in 2013 which showed a lot of transcript variants per
annotated transcript [57]. In order to get more precise annotations compared to the 2009
ChIP-chip data the TSS and pA positions of the most dominant isoform per annotation
were taken instead of the older ChIP-chip based TSS and pA positions (Figure 2.3).
2.6 Post-Processing steps in STAMMP
Previous to post-processing the normalized protein occupancies are aligned to the their
genomic locations and are slightly smoothed with a moving average according to equation
2.9 with the differences, that w = 5 and rRNAj is replaced by occ(mTCi ). Next, occupancies
above the 97% quantile are set to 100% to fix the scale and make the measurements com-
parable between different proteins. After smoothing and rescaling the final genome-wide
occupancies are stored in compressed binary format and are ready for further analysis.
2.6.1 Mutation rate analysis for data quality assurance
STAMMP offers exploratory plots in order to check
• if the incorporation of the 4tU during the PAR-CLIP experiment was successful
• if the crosslink induced T→C mutations are more likely than other mutations
• and therefore to validate if the experiment was successful at all
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Figure 2.3: Comparison of TSS and pA annotations from tiling array and TIF-Seq
data, respectively
To annotate TSS and pA sites, recent TIF-Seq data from [57] was used which yielded much sharper
sequence features around TSS and pA sites than the previous annotation from [56].
First, genome wide average mutation rates p(x → y) are reported by STAMMP for every
possible mutation of nucleotide x to another nucleotide y with x,y ∈ {A,C,G,T} and
x 6= y so that
p(x→ y) = number of observed x→ y mutationsnumber of sequenced x (2.11)
Second, q(x→ y)i is defined as the local mutation rate for every possible mutation at
genomic position i so that
q(x→ y)i =
number of observed x→ y mutations at i
number of reads at i (2.12)
The q(x→ y)i are collected for each position with at least one observed mutation. Next,
the q(x → y)i are reported as boxplots for each mutation x → y. Thus, it can be easily
checked if the T→C mutations differ from other mutations.
Third, the local mutation rates are plotted as a scatter-plot where q(x→ y)i is shown
on the y-axis and the according coverage on the x-axis. T→C mutations are shown in
blue and all other mutations are shown in orange. Thus, variations in the mutation rate
for different amounts of coverage can be checked.
Examples for mutation rate plots are given in 3.1.1 (Figure 3.1).
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2.6.2 Mutation rate analysis around binding sites
The strongest n non-overlapping PAR-CLIP sites detected by STAMMP’s statistical model
are centered at the crosslinked T nucleotide. Next, the averaged T→C mutation rates
around these central crosslink sites are plotted to check if more T positions are enriched
for crosslinks or if the mutation rates are similar to the background.
2.6.3 Whole annotation occupancy profiles
Any list of genomic annotations given in a General Feature Format (GFF) can be plotted
as a 2-dimensional heat-map as well as an average of all annotations of the GFF-file for
the sense and the anti-sense strand. Each line of a GFF corresponds to one genomic
annotation/feature and contains the information about the chromosomal start and stop
position of each feature among other things.
The heat-map shows the occupancy values around user defined distances of the start
sites given in the GFF file. Additionally, the stop positions are plotted as well. Thus,
binding preferences within selected annotations can be displayed. In cases where a large
amount of annotations is present the occupancy data can be further smoothed as specified
by the user.
Annotation wide averages are plotted around both start and stop positions with a user
defined width. Again the sense and anti-sense data is plotted as well as the the averages
for different length classes of the given transcripts.
Examples for whole annotation heatmaps can be found in 3.2.3 (Figure 3.8C, D) show-
ing the distribution of the PAR-CLIP signals of the Cbc2 capping enzyme accros mRNA
coding transcripts in yeast and e.g. in 3.2.5 (Figure 3.13A) that displays the binding
of Nam8, Mud2 and Ist3 in yeast introns. Examples for annotation wide averages are
given in 3.2.3 (Figure 3.8H) showing the Cbc2 binding for different length classes of yeast
transcripts.
2.6.4 Motif analysis and general enrichments of k-mers
Detected binding sites are sorted according to their estimated occupancies and a user
defined number (default: 1 000) of the strongest binding sites are subjected as positive
set for the motif finding tool XXmotif. Overlapping binding sites are filtered out of the
positive set in order to consider a genomic location only ones as a binding site. The filter
process always keeps the binding site with the highest occupancy if multiple binding sites
are located within one region.
In default settings sequences ±12 nt around the crosslinked T nucleotide are forwarded
to XXmotif with the parameters
−− zoops −−merge− motif− threshold LOW −−max− match− positions 10.
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In principle a motif finder searches for short sequences which are enriched in a positive
sequence set compared to the occurence in a background or negative set. XXmotif nor-
mally calculates the background model based on the mono- and di-mer frequencies of the
positive input set and ranks candidate motifs according to their significance. The 25 nt
short PAR-CLIP sequences often contain strong sequence biases and can therefore lead to
inapplicable background models. Thus, STAMMP randomly selects 10 000 T nucleotides out
of a transcriptome GFF file and subjects sequences ±12 nt around the randomly chosen
T positions as negative set to XXmotif in order to get reliable transcriptome background
frequencies. The motifs found by XXmotif are then returned to the user.
Additional to the binding-motif search a k-mer approach is implemented in STAMMP to
detect weak k-mer preferences in dependence of the change of the occupancy. Therefore,
binding sites are sorted according to their occupancy and are binned. The bin sizes start
with sizes of 128, 256, 512, 1 024, 2 048 and 4 096 binding sites per bin and the the size of
4 096 sites per bin is continuously used until no binding site is left over. A log-odd score
S(x) is calculated for each k-mer x within a bin according to
S(x) = log2
(
p(x)
n(x)
)
(2.13)
where p(x) is the probability to observe the k-mer x within the bin and n(x) is the
probability to observe k-mer x in the negative set. Probabilities for the negative set are
estimated by randomly chosen sequence fragments of the transcriptome. The resulting
data is plotted as a heatmap where the sorted bins are drawn at the x-axis, all possible
k-mers are drawn at the y-axis and S(x) is color-coded from red to white to green for
log-odd scores ranging from [−3.5,3.5].
PWMs found by XXmotif analysis are e.g. shown in 3.2.6 (Figure 3.15B) and enrich-
ments of k-mers can be found in 3.2.6 (Figure 3.15C).
2.6.5 Position dependent k-mer counts
Despite looking for enriched motifs or k-mers as in 2.6.4 STAMMP also searches for possible
k-mer patterns around detected binding sites. Therefore, PAR-CLIP sites detected by
STAMMP’s statistical model are centered at the crosslinked T nucleotide. For a given
number of k and distance d the occurrence of each k-mer at each genomic position within
±d nt around all selected crosslink sites is plotted on the y-axis, whereas the genomic
position is depicted on the x-axis. Thus, positional sequence biases around binding sites
can be discovered easily.
In 3.1.5 (Figure 3.6) position dependent k-mer counts can be found for Nrd1, Pub1,
Rna15 and Sub2.
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2.6.6 Enrichment of RNA secondary structure features
RNAmolecules can form secondary structures like hairpins and stems due to the pairing of
bases of the same molecule. Instead of direct binding of proteins to consensus sequences
as analyzed in 2.6.4 and 2.6.5 proteins can also bind to secondary structure features.
Sequences 100 nt ± the crosslinked T nucleotide serve as input for the program CapR
which calculates probabilities for each RNA base position belonging to a specific secondary
structural category. Currently, the six RNA structural categories
• stem part
• hairpin loop
• bulge loop
• internal loop
• multibranch loop
• exterior loop
are considered by CapR to investigate the structural features of RNAs [58]. According to
the position dependent analysis of k-mers in 2.6.5 the structural probabilities are plotted
on the y-axis and the genomic position is plotted at the x-axis. The probabilities of the
structural features are averaged at each genomic position over all analyzed sequences.
2.6.7 Splicing index calculation
Given the annotation A of splice sites a sequence file containing exon-intron (EI), intron-
exon (IE) and exon-exon (EE) junctions ±50nt is build by STAMMP and used for the
mapping step of the pre-processing procedure described in 2.6 instead of a complete
reference genome sequence. Thus, read counts for
NEIi =number of reads covering exon-intron junctions
N IEi =number of reads covering intron-exon junctions
NEEi =number of reads covering exon-exon junctions
with i ∈ A can be obtained from the artificially mapped PAR-CLIP data. The splicing
index S(A) is defined as
S(A) = log2
(
2
∑
i∈AN
EE
i∑
i∈AN
EI
i +
∑
i∈AN
IE
i
)
(2.14)
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which gives an estimate for the preference for the binding of a protein to spliced or
unspliced mRNA.
Splicing indices for 23 proteins can be found in 3.2.5 (Figure 3.13C, Figure 3.14C,D )
and in 3.2.9 (Figure 3.18A).
2.6.8 Processing index calculation
Similar to the idea of the splicing index in 2.6.7 the processing index P (A) for an an-
notation A of mRNAs of an organism is an estimate for the preference of a protein
to bind to uncleaved, premature mRNAs rather than already cleaved, poly-adenylated,
mature mRNAs. To calculate the processing index, STAMMP computes annotation wide
averages Ni of the read counts ri of every genomic position i located ±50nt upstream
and downstream of pA-sites according to
Ni =
1
|A|
A∑
j∈A
rji
The assumption is, that averaged read counts Ndowni downstream of a pA site can
only occur from premature mRNAs, so that Npremi = Ndowni , whereas read counts N
up
i
upstream of a pA site are a mixture of mature mRNA counts Nmati and pre-mRNA
counts Npremi . Therefore, N
up
i = Nmati +N
prem
i . For increased robustness with regard to
different transcript isoforms and uncertainties in the exact location of pA sites, STAMMP
defines the mean of the Nupi values 50nt upstream of the pA-site as Mup and the mean
of the Ndowni values 50nt downstream of the pA-site as Mdown. The splicing index P (A)
is then defined as
P (A) = log2
(
Mdown
max(1,Mup −Mdown)
)
(2.15)
Processing indices are calculated for 23 proteins in 3.2.9 and are displayed in (Figure
3.18A)
2.6.9 Calculation of binding profiles and correlation matrices
STAMMP offers to analyze the change in the binding profile dependent on the occupancy as
well as to detect similarities in binding profiles between different factors. More precisely,
for each factor f and all transcripts of a given GFF-annotation file, the occupancies in
the region between the start and the stop position are rescaled to an equal length of 300
bins. In this way, each transcript t has a resized profile pf,t, where pf,ti is the occupancy
of factor f at transcript t at location bin i ∈ {1, . . . ,300}. Next, the mean occupancy
per transcript is calculated and each pf,t is assigned to one of 10 equal-sized quantiles
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(deciles). For each of these 10 deciles d STAMMP sums up the resized profiles pf,t to obtain
the whole decile average occupancies which results in averaged binding shapes pf,d for
each factor f for each decile d so that
pf,di =
1
|d|
|d|∑
j
pf,ji (2.16)
For each pair of factors f and f ′ and each decile d, STAMMP computes the Pearson corre-
lation between their binding profile shapes pf,d and pf ′,d as a measure of the similarity
of their binding profiles
cor(f,f ′) =
∑
i(p
f,d
i − p
f,d
i )(p
f ′,d
i − p
f ′,d
i )√∑
i(p
f,d
i − p
f,d
i )2
∑
i(p
f ′,d
i − p
f ′,d
i )2
(2.17)
Thus, it can be investigated if the binding of a factor is different for different levels of
occupancy and if different factors tend to bind at similar regions. The correlations ranging
from [−1,1] are then plotted color-coded from red(−1) to white(0) to green(1) as a matrix
where all analyzed factors and occupancy deciles are drawn at x- and y-axis as shown in
3.2.9 (Figure 3.19).
2.6.10 Calculation of total co-occupancies
To calculate the tendency of pairs of factors f to co-occupy similar subsets of transcripts,
STAMMP computes the pairwise Pearson correlations of their total occupancies zf,t over all
transcripts t
cor(f,f ′) =
∑
t(zf,t − zf,t)(zf
′,t − zf ′,t)√∑
t(zf,t − zf,t)2
∑
t(zf
′,t − zf ′,t)2
(2.18)
Noise can be reduced by weighting up/down the contribution of occupancy values of
binding sites to the total occupancy of a transcript that is typical/atypical of the binding
location of the factor within a transcript. Based on the assumption that the strongest
quantile of the averaged binding shapes pf,d (see 2.6.8) represents the typical binding
behavior of a protein, the average profile is rescaled to the [0,1] interval to get a weight
wfi defined as
wfi =
pf,di
max(pf,d) (2.19)
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which is then used to get the weighted total occupancy of a factor f to a transcript t
given by
zf,t =
|pf,t|∑
i
wfi p
f,t
i (2.20)
Again the correlations are plotted as a matrix where the analyzed factors are listed on
the x- and y-axis as shown in 3.2.9 (Figure 3.18C).
2.6.11 Calculation of local co-occupancies
In contrast to the total occupancy STAMMP also calculates the tendency of pairs of factors
A and B to bind locations in the transcriptome near to each other defined as the local
co-occupancy. The average occupancy of factor B within ±12 nt of occupancy peaks
of factor A (unsmoothed occupancy data) is calculated. To suppress statistical noise,
only peaks of A above the 75% quantile of all peaks of A are selected to focus on sites
which are strongly bound by factor A. Next, the average occupancy of B is divided by
the background occupancy of B, which is estimated by averaging the occupancy of B
within 25 nt windows out of 2 000 randomly selected positions in the transcriptome. The
enrichments of the signal of B around binding sites of A are then plotted as heatmap
whereas the factors B are located on the y-axis and the factors A are on the x-axis as
shown in 3.2.9 (Figure 3.18D). Note, that this matrix does not have to be symmetric,
because factor B might co-localized with factor A but not vice versa.

3 Results & Discussion
The results presented here are separated into a technical and biological part. Technical
results presented in 3.1 are primarily focusing on a comparison of the performance of the
binding site detection of STAMMP to other available methods as well as general characteris-
tics of PAR-CLIP data. All results presented in this chapter are based on the PAR-CLIP
experiments generated by Carlo Bäjen (AG Cramer). The achieved biological results
using STAMMP are described in 3.2 and are published in [44] and [24].
3.1 STAMMP - a statistical mixture model for PAR-CLIP data
3.1.1 Offtarget proteins affect PAR-CLIP mutation probabilities
Mutation events in PAR-CLIP experiments show a high amount of variability between
different experiments (Figure 3.1). Both the probability to observe possibly crosslink
induced T→C mutations and the amount of noise show strong variations.
Besides the mentioned sources of error like sequencing-, PCR- and alignment-errors
which can lead to different levels of data quality other proteins can induce T→Cmutations
as well and thus affect the number of observed T→C mutations referred to as offtarget
effects. In theory, observed T→C mutations can also be caused by proteins which bind
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Figure 3.1: Scatterplots of local mutations rates vs. coverage
Three different PAR-CLIP experiments are shown to demonstrate the variation of crosslink induced
mutations in PAR-CLIP data. The PAR-CLIP data falls of in quality from left (A) to right (C) as the
separation between T→C (blue) and other mutations (orange) vanishes from left to right. Local mutation
rates q(x→ y)i are plotted on the y-axis and the corresponding coverage ri is plotted on the x-axis. As
described in 2.3 the negative distribution p(mi|ri,θ) is fitted to the data points represented in orange.
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in close vicinity to the protein of interest. If another protein binds to a 4-tU in the
neighborhood of an immunoprecipitated protein a T→C mutation can be induced which
is not caused by the protein of interest. As a consequence of this, additional T→C counts
can be introduced by offtarget effects.
To investigate the contribution of offtarget proteins to the number of T→C mutations
the probability of observing T→C mutations in the neighborhood of footprints is com-
pared to the average probability of mutation events. The pre-processing described in 2.2
is repeated with altered parameters for Bowtie. The number of allowed mutations v is
raised from 1 to 3. After the mapping procedure the newly mapped reads R that overlap
with the 15 000 strongest binding sites of an analyzed protein are used to approximate
the rate λoff of offtarget induced mutations as given by
λoff =
∑
r∈R
∑
i∈|r| I(nri = C ∧ n
g
i = T )∑
r∈R
∑
i∈|r| I(n
g
i = T )
(3.1)
where I is the indicator function, nri is the nucleotide in read r at position i and n
g
i is
the corresponding nucleotide in the reference genome. Only count data of reads which
are not located ±4 nt around the selected binding sites are considered for λoff. The
assumption is, that the analyzed protein gets crosslinked to the measured binding site
and that additional observed T→C mutations in close proximity on the same read, but
not directly at the detected crosslinked sites are likely to be generated by other proteins
which were also bound to the fragment.
Offtarget probabilities are distributed around an average offtarget probability of 0.004
(Figure 3.2A, black line) and can be estimated with low amount of data as the rate does
not change with an increasing number of analyzed reads. The 25% and 75% quantile
rates are 0.003 and 0.005 as indicated in dark gray (Figure 3.2A).
In comparison the offtarget probability largely exceeds the expected average mutation
probability (Figure 3.2B). These differences are a strong indicator, that observed T→C
events are indeed affected by offtarget effects. From this one can follow, that weak
parameters for binding site selections tend to find a high number of binding sites which
are likely to be offtarget errors only.
3.1.2 Offtarget rates facilitate realistic test data sets for benchmarking
Comparing existing methods of binding-site detection is necessary to find the optimal
method for PAR-CLIP data analysis. Here, a quantitative comparison based on real
biological data has been done for the methods introduced in 1.3.2 and STAMMP for the
first time.
Real biological data should be preferred for method comparison instead of simulated
data sets in order to evaluate the methods under real conditions. Thus, the benchmark
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Figure 3.2: Comparison of estimated offtarget mutation rates and genomic mutation
rates
(A) The change of the estimation of offtarget probabilities in dependence of the number of analyzed reads
is shown as clusterplot for 26 PAR-CLIP data sets. The estimated offtarget probability is shown on the
y-axis and the number of analyzed reads that overlap with one of the top 15k binding sites is shown on
the x-axis. Offtarget probabilities are estimated for 26 PAR-CLIP data sets from different sequencing
machines and 2 different labs. The distribution of the offtarget estimations is shown as colorcode from
yellow (few data points) to red (many data points). The median of the offtarget probabilities is shown as
black line and the 25% quantile and 75% quantile as dark gray lines.
(B) Estimated offtarget probabilities (blue) are compared against the average observed mutation rates.
The offtarget rate is higher for all data sets compared to the expected probability based on transcriptome
average mutation rates.
proposed here relies on data of 25 S.cer data sets published in [44, 24]. All data sets
were pre-processed equally according to 2.2. Next, the pre-processed data was forwarded
to each introduced binding-site detection method. Only data from the largest yeast chro-
mosome (chrIV) was used for evaluation, due to technical limitations of some methods.
The task of binding-site detection is a binary classification problem. Genomic sites with
observed T→C mutations can be classified as binding-sites (positive) or non-binding-sites
(negative). There are four possible different outcomes in classification problems:
• True positive (TP): a site classified as positive is a true interaction site
• False positive (FP): a site classified as positive is no interaction site
• True negative (TN): a site classified as negative is no interaction site
• False negative (FN): a site classified as negative is a true interaction site
Various measurements for the evaluation of classifiers were defined based on these counts.
Here, only the true-positive-rate (TPR), false-positive-rate (FPR), precision and false-
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discovery-rate (FDR) are recapitulated:
TPR = TPTP + FN (3.2)
FPR = FPFP + TN (3.3)
precision = TPTP + FP (3.4)
FDR = FPFP + TP (3.5)
Receiver operator characteristics (ROC) or ROC-curves are a standard procedure for the
comparison of different classifiers by plotting the TPR versus the FPR. Unfortunately, the
mandatory true-positive counts, false-negative counts and false-positive counts for ROC
analyses cannot be determined directly from biological data. It cannot be distinguished
if found binding sites are true interactions sites or not. Therefore, the number of found
binding sites is a mixture of true positives and false positives. In addition, it cannot be
distinguished how many sites which are not classified as true binding site are actually no
interaction site. From these observations it follows, that the standard ROC-curve cannot
be used for classifier evaluation.
To circumvent these shortcomings of real data an approximation for the number of
false-positives is used which allows a comparison of the methods in a ROC-like fashion.
Each introduced method is used to find binding sites in PAR-CLIP data with observed
G→A mutations. Sites with G→A mutations are no protein-RNA interaction sites. Their
only source of origin are technical errors. As stated in 3.1.1 PAR-CLIP induced T→C
counts can be additionally affected by offtarget proteins. Non-T→C mutations have a
lack of offtarget induced effects. Thus, G→A mutations are artificially introduced into
the PAR-CLIP data with the estimated rate λoff = 0.004 to correct for this missing effect.
As a consequence, the final G→A mutations serve as an estimator for the number of
false-positively classified sites for each method after correction for unequal nucleotide
occurrences.
The different methods are evaluated by comparing the number of found binding sites
with the estimated FDR based on the approximated false-positive counts. The methods
proposed by wavClusteR, naive and STAMMP only use one user defined parameter for
binding site detection. Hence, these methods are compared by plotting the number of
called binding sites on the y-axis and the corresponding FDR on the x-axis for various
thresholds.
Binding-site-detections proposed by PARalyzer and PIPE− CLIP are based on various
user defined parameters. A comparison of all methods is done by using the default
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parameter settings for each method. PARalyzer was used with the parameters:
bandwidth = 3
conversion = T > C
minimum read count per group = 5
minimum read count per cluster = 5
minimum read count for KDE = 5
minimum cluster size = 10
minimum conversion location for cluster = 1
minimum conversion count for cluster = 1
minimum read count for cluster inclusion = 5
minimum read length = 13
maximum number of non conversion mismatches = 0
additional nucleotides beyond signal = 5
PIPE− CLIP was used with the parameters:
Remove PCR duplicate = NO
FDR for determining Enriched CLuster = 0.01
FDR for determining Reliable Mutations = 0.01
wavClusteR was used with the interval of [0.2,0.9], the threshold for the naive approach
was δm ≥ 2 and the p-value cut-off for STAMMP was 0.002.
3.1.3 STAMMP finds more binding sites at low FDRs
A comparison of the binding site performances of the single threshold based methods
STAMMP, wavClusteR and naive using the benchmark data sets as described in 3.1.2
shows in general a better performance of STAMMP (Figure 3.3). Starting with the most
weak parameters for each method a site is considered as a true binding site with at
least one observed T→C mutation which leads to equal FDRs for each method between
7% − 20% dependent of the tested data sets. Depending on the analyzed factor the
maximal number of called sites varies between a minimum number of ∼11 000 found
sites for the splicing factor Ist3 and a maximum number of ∼165 000 found sites for the
elongation factor Npl3. Using more strict thresholds for all methods the statistical model
of STAMMP quickly starts to find more binding sites at lower FDRs compared to the other
methods in 14/24 data sets (Figure 3.3). At a fixed FDR of 5% STAMMP finds on average
around 2.03 more binding sites compared to the naive approach and around 3.2 more
binding sites compared to wavClusteR.
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Figure 3.3: Detailed comparison of binding site performances of STAMMP, wavClusteR and
naive on 24 PAR-CLIP data sets
Performances are evaluated on PAR-CLIP data of chromosome IV of S.cer experiments. Offtarget based
mutations were additionally introduced as described in 3.1.2. The number of detected binding sites is
depicted on the y-axis of each plot and the corresponding achieved FDR based on called G→Amutations is
shown on the x-axis. STAMMP shows a clear improvement in 14/24 data sets and has a similar performance
in 10/24 data sets.
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The comparison of all tested methods using their suggested parameter settings (see
3.1.2) shows that the statistical model used in STAMMP achieves overall better perfor-
mances compared to already published methods. FDRs achieved by STAMMP are pairwise
compared to the FDRs achieved by wavClusteR, naive, PARalyzer and PIPE− CLIP
(Figure 3.4A). The majority (85) of data points is located above the diagonal supporting
the statement that FDRs achieved by STAMMP are lower. Only a minority (19) of data
sets fall under the diagonal. However, the FDRs achieved by STAMMP for this data remain
comparable to the FDRs achieved by other methods in 12/19 cases as the worst FDR of
STAMMP is only 16%. The colorcode from red (-3.5) to white (0) to green (+3.5) represents
the enrichment of called sites which is given by
log2
( #found sites by STAMMP
#found sites by other method
)
(3.6)
Only three comparisons show a strong reduction in the number of called binding sites by
STAMMP while lowering the FDR and four examples show a minor reduction in the number
of called sites. The remaining majority of comparisons indicates that STAMMP achieves
both a reduction in the FDR while finding more reliable binding sites (Figure 3.4A). All
cases where STAMMP shows a slightly worse FDR more binding sites are called compared
to other methods.
Overall STAMMP achieves an average FDR of 4.63% and 50% of all tested data sets get
FDRs between 2.03% (25% quantile) and 6.92% (75% quantile, Figure 3.4B). In com-
parison the naive method shows the second best performance with an average FDR of
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Figure 3.4: Comparison of FDRs and number of found binding sites with default pa-
rameters
(A) Pairwise comparison of the FDR achieved by STAMMP (x-axis) to the FDR achieved by naive,
wavClusteR, PARalyzer or PIPE− CLIP (y-axis). The log2 enrichment of the number of sites found
by STAMMP compared to another method is colorcoded from [−3.5,3.5]
(B) Distribution of the achieved FDRs (y-axis) for each tested method (x-axis) based on 26 PAR-CLIP
data sets.
(C) Distribution of the log2 enrichments (y-axis) as given in equation 3.6. Each introduced method is
compared against the number of found sites by STAMMP (x-axis).
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4.77% and FDRs of 3.67% and 6.68% for the 25% quantile and 75% quantile. The partic-
ularly introduced PAR-CLIP analysis methods wavClusteR, PARalyzer and PIPE− CLIP
achieve average FDRs of 7.5%, 7.79% and 17.1% and values for the 25% quantile of 5.76%
5.41% and 10.92%. Likewise the 75% quantile boundaries for these methods are 9.58%,
10.94% and 26%.
The pairwise comparison of the log2 enrichment of the number of found sites as given
in equation 3.6 shows a clear enrichment in the number of found sites by STAMMP in most
of the tested data sets (Figure 3.4C).
Note, that the RSF decision criteria for binding site detection as proposed by wavClusteR
can in principle be used to achieve better performances than the naive approach. How-
ever, wavClusteR’s model proposes RSF values within [0.003,0.009] for the lower bound-
ary and between [0.995,0.999] for the upper boundary for most of the data sets which is
similar to accept every position as a true binding site with at least one observed T→C
mutation leading to the worst FDRs. The mixing coefficient estimation of wavClusteR
as proposed in equation 1.15 is likely to be the reason for bad RSF value determination.
The analysis of the data used here leads to mixing coefficients for λ2 close to 1. As a
consequence, the term λ1p1(x) that models the non-experimentally induced mutations
gets irrelevant.
The bad performance of PIPE− CLIP is likely to be caused by the choice of the pa-
rameterization for the success rate τ in equation 1.16. No reasonable explanation can be
found to estimate the number of observed mutation by approximating the success rate
by dividing the number of reads by the genomesize.
Although no detailed comparisons about running time and memory-consumption are
done here please note, that the naive approach and STAMMP are the fastest tested methods
with the lowest memory-consumption which only take minutes to get binding sites from
the mpileup file. Only PARalyzer shows economically justifiable results. Unfortunately,
the version of PIPE− CLIP used here was not able to handle a single experiment (data file
around 1GB) at once without running out of memory on a standard desktop computer.
The binding site detection of wavClusteR is as fast as STAMMP. However, the proposed
subsequent step to find crosslink boundaries takes several days even for data of one yeast
chromosome only.
3.1.4 Ordering of binding sites affects motif performance
A small fraction of seven proteins out of 25 different RBPs namely Nrd1, Nab3, Gbp2,
Pub1, Pab1, Yth1, and Hrb1 show sequence specificities as detected by XXmotif. From
these proteins only Nrd1 shows a strong sequence specificity whereas the remaining pro-
teins only show an enrichment of binding sequences within the strongest bound sequences.
To further evaluate the method performances reported binding sequences of a sequence
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specific protein are scanned for the occurrence of the corresponding binding motif. There-
fore, the binding-sites found by each method on the yeast chromosome IV are sorted
according to their score proposed by each method. If no score is available, the binding
sites are sorted according to the number of observed T→C mutations mTCi as proposed
in [36]. Next, the specific binding sequence of a protein is searched ± 12 nt around a
crosslinked site. If the binding motif is present the binding site is considered as a TP
and as a FP otherwise. Then, the cumulated precision is plotted on the y-axis and the
numbers of already searched sites is plotted on the x-axis.
Motif performances are obtained for the Nrd1 binding sites with the consensus motif
’UGUA’ [45] (Figure 3.5A) and for the Gbp2 binding sites with the consensus motif
’GGUG’ [59] (Figure 3.5B). The p-value ordering proposed by STAMMP shows an improved
motif find performance for the Nrd1 data compared to the other methods. PIPE− CLIP’s
ordering shows the second best performance, while there is no difference in motif finding
between wavClusteR, naive and PARalyzer.
In contrast, the p-value ordering of STAMMP shows the worst performance for the Gbp2
data compared to the other methods. In general, the enrichment of the Gbp2 consensus
motif is not as strong as in the case of Nrd1.
These contrary results in the motif performance and the lack of more PAR-CLIP data of
sequence specific RBPs do not allow a final conclusion about the best ordering of binding
of PAR-CLIP binding sites. Additional technical biases might affect the ordering of
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Figure 3.5: Influece of binding site ordering to motif find performances on Nrd1 and
Gbp2 data sets
(A) Nrd1 binding sites are sorted according to the score value proposed by each method and the sites
are scanned for the presence of the Nrd1-consensus sequence UGUA. If the motif was found the sites is
considered as true positive and as false positive otherwise. For the Nrd1 data the sorting according to
STAMMPs p-value shows the best performance, followed by PIPE− CLIP.
(B) Gbp2 binding sites are sorted according to the score value proposed by each method and the sites
are scanned for the presence of the binding the Gbp2 binding motif GGUG. PIPE− CLIP and the naive
ordering show the best results for Gbp2. Compared to Nrd1 the overall presence of the consensus motif
of Gbp2 is reduced.
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binding sites which can lead to artificially enrichments or depletions of sequences biasing
the motif analysis.
3.1.5 PAR-CLIP data shows position dependent k-mer biases.
RNA-binding proteins show differences in the positions of their binding sequences in
dependence of the crosslinked site. The 4-mer counts analyzed here are based on the first
2000 highest occupied binding sites per protein.
Nrd1 shows the strongest sequence specificity of all analyzed proteins. The Nrd1 bind-
ing motif UGUA shows no positional variance as it is specifically peaked direct at the
crosslinked site, although there are in principle two possible U nucleotides to facilitate a
crosslink (Figure 3.6A).
In contrast, the poly-U binding motif of Pub1 is not as positioned at the central 4-tU
as the Nrd1 motif. Here, most of the Us of the binding sequence can facilitate crosslinks
to the protein (Figure 3.6B). Additionally, poly-Us are in general enriched in Pub1 data.
Rna15 tends to bind downstream of poly-U enriched sequences. Poly-Us are slightly
enriched upstream, but not downstream of Rna15 sites and show the strongest enrichment
at the crosslinked U (Figure 3.6C).
Besides the analysis of preferred binding motifs PAR-CLIP measurements based on
4-tU crosslinking tend to predominantly bind to AAAU or poly-A stretches followed by
a 4-tU. As an example the 4-mer data of Sub2 is shown in Figure 3.6D. The AAAU peak
upstream of the crosslinked site is present in 21/25 analyzed proteins. More strikingly,
the AAAU 4-mer is also present in binding sites with lower occupancies. Thus, it is
likely that PAR-CLIP measurements based on 4-tU tend to have a sequence bias favoring
AAAU stretches for crosslinking.
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Figure 3.6: Position dependent k-mer counts for Nrd1(A), Pub1(B), Rna15(C) and
Sub2(D) data
The absolute 4-mer counts around the 2000 strongest bound sites of Nrd1(A), Pub1(B), Rna15(C) and
Sub2(D) are shown. 4-mers in the legend are sorted according to the observed peak height for each
protein.
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3.1.6 Overlaps of binding sites in PAR-CLIP data indicate technical
background bias
Biochemical experiments often tend to show systematic biases which have to be taken
into account and corrected for in order to receive reliable analyses. For ChIP-chip data,
analyses have been performed to check and correct for biases prior to post-process anal-
yses [60, 7]. Likewise, it could be shown, that highly expressed loci were always enriched
in ChIP-seq analyses regardless of the analyzed protein [61]. To check if the immunopre-
cipitation or the PAR-CLIP protocol in general show similar biases the 25 published data
sets are analyzed for the degree of overlap of binding sites of factors A and B as defined
by the Jaccard similarity coefficient JA,B which is defined as
JA,B =
|A ∩B|
|A ∪B|
(3.7)
In fact, PAR-CLIP data sets show a degree of similarity with an average of 0.07 and
with a maximum JA,B of 0.22 (Figure 3.7A) indicating strong immunoprecipitation biases.
Although no intentional correction is given in STAMMP, the proposed expression normal-
ization (see 2.4) corrects for this bias implicitly. An binding site ordering according to
their occupancies coupled with a binning of binding sites of 300 sites per bin followed by
the calculation JA,B per bin shows, that bins with strong binding sites of factor A do not
show high values for JA,B with bins of binding sites of another factor B (Figure 3.7B).
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Figure 3.7: PAR-CLIP data sets show a high degree of overlap
(A) The Jaccard-coefficient of binding sites JA,B detected in two PAR-CLIP data sets A and B is shown
in heat color code. Sites of factor A are drawn on the y-axis and sites of factor B are drawn on the x-axis.
Entries of the diagonal indicating a 100% overlap of a factor with itself were set to 0.
(B) Bins of Pab1 and Hrb1 sites are sorted according to their occupancies and are shown exemplaray for
all analyzed data sets. The overlap of bins is shown in heat color code. The lower the occupancy of a
factor gets the higher is the overlap between two different factors.
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The lower the occupancy the higher the degree of overlap indicating, that a general back-
ground binding is present in PAR-CLIP data. Recently, the general background binding
was confirmed biochemically in another study [62].
3.2 Transcriptome maps of mRNP biogenesis factors define
pre-mRNA recognition
The analysis pipeline represented by STAMMP was used to analyze 25 RNA-binding pro-
teins in S.cer which were published in 2 publications and presented here and in 3.3.
All results presented in this section were obtained in collaboration with Carlo Bäjen
and are published in [44].
3.2.1 Summary
Biogenesis of eukaryotic messenger ribonucleoprotein complexes (mRNPs) involves the
synthesis, splicing, and 3′ processing of pre-mRNA, and the assembly of mature mRNPs
for nuclear export. We mapped 23 mRNP biogenesis factors onto the yeast transcriptome,
providing 104−106 high-confidence RNA interaction sites per factor. The data reveal how
mRNP biogenesis factors recognize pre-mRNA elements in vivo. They define conserved
interactions between splicing factors and pre-mRNA introns, including the recognition
of intron-exon junctions and the branchpoint. They also identify a unified arrangement
of 3′ processing factors at pre-mRNA polyadenylation (pA) sites in yeast and human,
which results from an A-U sequence bias at pA sites. Global data analysis indicates that
3′ processing factors have roles in splicing and RNA surveillance, and that they couple
mRNP biogenesis events to restrict nuclear export to mature mRNPs.
3.2.2 Introduction
Biogenesis of eukaryotic mRNAs involves pre-mRNA synthesis by RNA polymerase (Pol)
II and cotranscriptional RNA processing, which encompasses 5′ capping, intron splicing,
and 3′ RNA cleavage and polyadenylation (3′ processing). The mature mRNA is pack-
aged with RNA-binding proteins into messenger ribonucleoprotein particles (mRNPs) and
exported to the cytoplasm where it directs protein synthesis. Factors for mRNP biogen-
esis are recruited cotranscriptionally by interactions with the C-terminal domain (CTD)
of Pol II [63, 64, 65, 66], and by interactions with the emerging pre-mRNA transcript
[67, 68, 69, 70, 71].
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Mapping of mRNP biogenesis factors onto pre-mRNA and mature mRNA promises
insights into RNA determinants for splicing, 3′ processing, and RNA export, and into
the coupling between these processes. Biogenesis factors can in principle be mapped
onto the transcriptome by in vivo protein-RNA crosslinking and immunoprecipitation
(CLIP) [33]. CLIP is based on UV light-induced crosslinking and identifies direct protein-
RNA interaction sites after sequencing of the crosslinked RNA regions [72]. CLIP-based
methods could indeed provide transcriptome maps for several human 3′ processing factors
[73] and mRNA-binding proteins in the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae [74].
However, mRNP biogenesis factors have not been systematically mapped onto pre-
mRNA, likely due to difficulties in trapping short-lived RNAs in cells, and due to the
complexity caused by different pre-mRNA species.
Here we present high-confidence transcriptome maps for 23 mRNP biogenesis factors
in yeast, where pre-mRNA complexity is low because spliced protein-coding genes con-
tain only single introns. These maps were obtained by photoactivatable-ribonucleoside-
enhanced (PAR)-CLIP, which was developed in human cells [36] and recently adopted
to yeast [45, 24]. Compared to other CLIP methods, PAR-CLIP uses less invasive, low-
energy UV light, which results in a specific U-to-C base transition at the crosslinked sites
that facilitates their precise localization at low false-positive rates.
Our analysis includes factors implicated in 5′ cap binding, splicing, 3′ processing, and
mRNA export. Six of these 23 factors, namely Gbp2, Hrp1/Nab4, Mex67, Nab2, Pab1,
and Tho2, were recently mapped using a technique called CRAC [74]. This published
study focused on the distribution of RBPs between mRNAs and noncoding (nc) tran-
scripts, whereas we focus here on pre-mRNA recognition during mRNP biogenesis. We
show that PAR-CLIP captures short-lived pre-mRNA intermediates, and provide insights
into the in vivo RNA-binding preferences of mRNP biogenesis factors, the recognition of
introns and 3′ processing sites in pre-mRNA, and the interdependence of different steps
in mRNP biogenesis.
3.2.3 Transcriptome maps of mRNP biogenesis factors
To map mRNP biogenesis factors over cellular RNA at high resolution, we optimized the
PAR-CLIP protocol and obtained high RNA labeling efficiencies with 4-thiouracile (4tU)
in exponentially growing yeast cells (Experimental Procedures). We found conditions that
led to very high reproducibility between biological replicates (Figure 3.9) and enabled
high 4tU incorporation levels of 2% [75] without significant changes in cellular mRNA
abundance (Figures 3.8A and 3.9B). We also developed a computational pipeline for PAR-
CLIP data analysis (P.T., C.B., A. Graf, S. Krebs, P.C, and J.S., un-published data). This
pipeline includes a statistical model for crosslink site determination and an analysis of
the sequence neighborhood of crosslinked sites with the motif discovery tool XXmotif [76].
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For each factor, we obtained between 25 000 and 800 000 high-confidence protein-RNA
binding sites at a p value below 5 × 10−3, which corresponds to false discovery rates
between only 0.18% and 3.5% (Table 3.1).
RNA- PAR-CLIP False
Biogenesis Factor/ Binding Crosslink Discovery
Event Subunit Complex Domain Sites Rate %
Capping Cbc2 CBC RRM 98 034 0.178
Splicing Luc7 U1 snRNP ZF 93 261 1.035
Mud1 U1 snRNP RRM 99 384 1.918
Nam8 U1 snRNP RRM 151 813 1.675
Snp1 U1 snRNP RRM 25 493 0.447
Ist3 U2 snRNP RRM 66 003 3.184
Mud1 BBP-U2AF65 RRM 801 430 1.769
Msl5 BBP-U2AF65 ZN 476 370 1.961
3′ pro- Rna15 CFIA RRM 582 756 3.463
cessing Mpe1 CPF ZF 122 500 2.262
Yth1 CPF(PFI) ZF 59 049 3.432
Cft2 CPF(CFII) - 189 866 1.723
Pab1 - RRM 233 513 2.052
Pub1 - RRM 371 902 1.332
Export Hpr1 THO/TREX - 249 887 1.913
Tho2 THO/TREX - 400 965 1.064
Sub2 TREX - 228 620 1.085
Mex67 TREX - 288 579 1.010
Yra1 Export adaptor RRM 400 156 1.064
Nab2 Export adaptor ZF 283 606 2.413
Npl3 Export adaptor RRM 770 240 1.282
Hrb1 SR-like RRN 395 402 0.976
Gbp2 SR-like RRM 65 692 0.182
Table 3.1: mRNP Biogenesis Factors Analyzed here by PAR-CLIP
We applied the optimized protocol to 23 mRNP biogenesis factors that showed repro-
ducible PAR-CLIP signals (Table 3.1). These included the Cbc2 subunit of the cap-
binding complex (CBC) and components of the splicing machinery, namely the yeast ho-
mologs of the branchpoint (BP)-binding protein BBP (Msl5) and U2AF65 (Mud2), and
subunits of the snRNPs U1 (Luc7, Mud1, Nam8/Mud15, Snp1) and U2 (Ist3/Snu17).
Factors in the 3′ processing machinery included the Rna15 subunit of cleavage factor
(CF) IA, and three subunits of the cleavage and polyadenylation factor (CPF), namely
Mpe1, Yth1 (in the CPF subcomplex PFI), and Cft2/Ydh1 (CPF subcomplex CFII).
We also included nine proteins implicated in mRNP export, in particular subunits of
the THO/TREX complex (Hpr1, Tho2, Sub2), the export factor Mex67, and its puta-
tive mRNA adaptors Nab2, Npl3 (also known as Nop3 or Nab1), and Yra1/She11, and
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the SR-like factors Gbp2 and Hrb1. We also studied the poly(A)- and poly(U)-binding
proteins Pab1 and Pub1 that regulate mRNP export and stability [77].
Biological replicates for a random selection of factors revealed a high reproducibility
(Figures 3.9C-E). The obtained data map the protein-RNA interaction landscape under-
lying mRNP biogenesis (Figures 3.10, 3.11A, and 3.11B).
3.2.4 RNA abundance normalization reveals capped transcripts
PAR-CLIP crosslinks for the CBC subunit Cbc2 clustered at the 5′ ends of mRNAs as
expected, but often extended for several hundred nucleotides (nt) downstream (Figure
3.8C). We found that Cbc2 binding appeared more focused at mRNA 5′ ends after the
data were corrected for RNA abundance (Figure 3.8D), as measured by RNA-Seq under
the same experimental conditions (Figure 3.8B). We estimated relative occupancies of
the crosslinked factors along mRNAs by dividing the frequency of U-to-C transitions by
the RNA-Seq signal at this site. The normalization reduced the transcript-to-transcript
signal fluctuation, led to an even distribution of estimated occupancy signals over RNAs
with different abundance (Figure 3.8E), and abolished a weak artificial correlation of PAR-
CLIP signals with RNA levels (Figure 3.8F). As a result, the distribution of crosslinking
sites over transcripts was independent of the number of observed crosslinks (Figure 3.8G,
and 3.8F), confirming the high data quality. The normalization procedure thus prevents
misinterpretation due to systematic overrepresentation of abundant transcripts. In the
normalized data, strongest binding of Cbc2 was observed within the first ∼90 nt down-
stream of the transcription start site (TSS) within the 5′ untranslated region (5′ UTR)
of mRNAs (Figure 3.8G, 3.8H, and 3.10).
The normalization also enhanced Cbc2 signals on ncRNA transcripts (Figure 3.8C and
3.8D, green panels), facilitating the detection of capped ncRNAs (Figure 3.8H and 3.11).
Widespread Cbc2 binding was observed at the 5′ end of divergent ncRNA transcripts that
emerged from bidirectional promoters antisense to mRNAs. Cbc2 sites were found from
∼120 nt upstream of the TSS of the sense transcript, with the peak of Cbc2 crosslinking
at ∼250 nt (Figure 3.8H, left panel). This is consistent with the presence of two distinct
Pol II initiation complexes for sense and divergent transcription from bidirectional pro-
moters [78], and indicates that divergent transcripts are capped before they associate with
the Nrd1 complex that triggers their degradation [79, 25, 24]. Cbc2 also crosslinked to
antisense RNA 100–300 nt upstream of the polyadenylation (pA) site, identifying capped
antisense ncRNAs at the 3′ ends of many genes (Figure 3.8H, right panel). We also iden-
tified Cbc2-binding sites in cryptic unstable transcripts (CUTs) and stable untranslated
transcripts (SUTs) [80], with stronger signals for CUTs (Figure 3.12A and 3.8B).
The Cbc2 data enabled comparison with the recent CRAC-based mapping of Cbc1,
the other subunit of CBC [74]. Both Cbc1 and Cbc2 showed RNA interactions at the
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Figure 3.8: RNA Abundance-Normalized PAR-CLIP Estimates Factor Occupancies
over the Yeast Transcriptome
(A) 4-thiouracil (4tU) labeling has only a very minor effect on cellular mRNA levels. Vulcano plots of
expression fold changes for mRNAs measured by Affymetrix microarrays show that only few mRNAs
significantly change their abundance due to RNA labeling, incubation on ice, and UV light exposure.
(B) Smoothed Cbc2 RNA-Seq data in sense (blue) and antisense (green) direction for all open reading
frame-containing transcribed regions (ORF-Ts). ORF-Ts are sorted by length and aligned at their tran-
scription start site (TSS).
(C) Smoothed, raw Cbc2 RNA-binding strength as measured by the number of PAR-CLIP U-to-C tran-
sitions per U site in sense (blue) and antisense (green) direction for all ORF-Ts sorted by length and
aligned at their TSS.
(D) Normalization of PAR-CLIP signals reduces noise. Relative Cbc2 occupancy estimated by dividing
the number of U-to-C transitions for each U site by the RNA-Seq signal at the corresponding genomic
position in sense (blue) and antisense (green) direction for all ORF-Ts.
(E) Normalization of PAR-CLIP signals facilitiates interpretation as occupancy profiles. Whereas raw
PAR-CLIP binding strength (shown in C) strongly depends on mRNA level, normalized occupancies
(shown in D) are independent of mRNA levels. The y axis shows the percentage of transcripts bound by
Cbc2, where ’bound’ is defined as the sum of the first 90 nt of a transcript ≥ the mean of the sums of the
first 90 nt of all ORF-Ts.
(F) Normalization abolishes the dependence of estimated occupancy on mRNA level. Pearson correlation
between mRNA level and the PAR-CLIP binding strength in the first 90 nt of each ORF-T before (top)
and after (bottom) RNA abundance normalization.
(G) Cbc2-binding profiles are independent of factor occupancy. Transcript-averaged Cbc2 occupancy for
three mRNA level classes (100%− 90%, 70%− 60%, and 40%− 30% expression quantile).
(H) Transcript-averaged Cbc2 occupancies in sense (blue) and antisense (green) directions, centered at
the TSS (left) and the polyadenylation site (pA) (right), for short (0-1 kb), medium (1-2 kb), and long
(2-5 kb) transcripts.
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Figure 3.9: 4tU labeling and UV-treatment leave gene expression levels nearly un-
changed
(A) Correlation of expression levels of between pairs of biological replicates with same treatment: without
4tU labeling after 4tU-labeling, and after subsequent UV-light treatment with an energy dose of 1 J/cm2
(related to Figure 3.8A)
(B) Correlation of expression levels between cells after the various treatment steps during the PAR-CLIP
procedure.
(C) Correlation of replicates for Nam8, Snp1 and Yra1.
(D) For comparison with panel C, the simulated correlation by Poisson distribution for Nam8, Snp1 and
Yra1 is provided.
(E) Averaged occupancy profiles of replicates for Nam8, Snp1 and Yra1.
(F) Occupancy profiles are independent of factor occupancy. Transcript-averaged occupancy for three
expression level classes [100%− 90%, 70%− 60%, and 400%− 30% expression quantile] of Mud2, Rna15,
Pab1, and Yra1. This demonstrates that occupancy profiles are reliable even at lowly occupied genes
(related to Figure 3.8G).
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Figure 3.10: RNA-Binding Profiles for 23 mRNP Biogenesis Factors
Transcript-averaged occupancy profiles of mRNP biogenesis factors, scaled such that their TSSs and pA
sites coincide. The color code shows the occupancy relative to the maximum occupancy per profile (dark
blue).
5′ ends of transcripts, cross-validating the studies (a detailed comparison also for other
factors is found in 3.11C). However, the PAR-CLIP protocol and normalization procedure
used here apparently led to more focused signals at RNA 5′ ends (Figure 3.8G and 3.8H;
see Figures 3.11C for comparison of other factors) and enhanced signals for short-lived
RNAs and RNAs with low abundance (Figures 3.10 and 3.12A-3.12D), prompting us to
use it for an investigation of factors involved in the recognition of short-lived pre-mRNA
elements.
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Figure 3.11: Overview of occupancy profiles of all investigated proteins on ORF-Ts
Smoothed occupancy profiles around all ORF-Ts were aligned at their TSS, length-scaled such that their
pA sites coincided, and the occupancies averaged over all transcripts.
(A) Occupancy profiles on sense strand, i.e., on the proper mRNA.
(B) Occupany on the transcripts antisense to the annotated mRNA direction. Note the high occupancy
of early termination factors Nab3 and Nrd1, termination factor Rna15, splicing factor Mud2, and export
adaptor Npl3 on antisense transcripts.
(C) Comparison of transcript-averaged occupancy profiles. as measured by CRAC (black, [74]) and by
PAR-CLIP (orange, this work).
3.2.5 Conserved recognition of pre-mRNA introns
Intron recognition is the initial step in pre-mRNA splicing and was extensively studied
in vitro [81]. It begins with binding of BBP to the BP and binding of U2AF65 to
a pyrimidine-rich region between the BP and 3′ splice site (3′ SS),and continues with
binding of the U1 snRNP to the 5′ SS. The resulting complex E is then remodeled, and
U2 snRNA displaces BBP by base pairing with the BP region, positioning U2 snRNP near
the 3′ SS and giving rise to complex A (Figure 3.13G). The protein-RNA interactions
underlying intron recognition may be largely conserved between yeast and human but
have not been systematically analyzed in vivo.
Although introns are rapidly degraded in vivo, our protocol could capture intron se-
quences bound by splicing factors involved in intron recognition (Figures 3.13A, 3.13B,
and 3.14A). Crosslinking signals for the BBP homolog Msl5 and the U2AF65 homolog
Mud2 spanned entire introns and showed peaks near the 5′ SS and the 3′ SS, respectively
(Figure 3.13D). The BP motif UACUAAC was detected around Mud2- and Msl5-bound
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Figure 3.12: Overview of occupancy profiles of all investigated proteins on non-coding
RNAs
For each factor, transcript class-averaged occupancies aligned at TSS and scaled to coincide at their
transcription termination sites (TTS). Occupancies for each factor were divided by the maximum attained
over any transcript, including all ORF-Ts.
(A) Occupancy profiles on cryptic unstable transcripts (CUTs),
(B) on stable unnotated transcripts (SUTs),
(C) small nuclear RNAs (snRNAs), and
(D) small nucleolar RNAs (snoRNAs).
sites in intron-containing genes (Figures 3.13A and 3.14A) and is generally located within
∼50 nt upstream of the 3′ SS (Figure 3.13E). When we averaged crosslink density after
aligning introns at the BP, Msl5 displayed a peak on the BP (Figure 3.13F), consistent
with binding of yeast Msl5 to the BP in vivo. Mud2 and Ist3 peaked 15 nt and 27 nt
downstream of the BP, respectively (Figure 3.13F). Thus we could resolve binding of the
U2AF65 homolog Mud2 to a pyrimidine/U-rich region that was defined in the human
system [82, 83]. These results agree with in vitro-derived functions of the Msl5-Mud2
complex in BP recognition [84], and in bridging between the BP and U1 snRNP at the 5′
SS [85]. Msl5 and Mud2 also crosslinked to intron-less RNAs (Figures 3.10, and 3.11A),
consistent with scanning of RNAs for U-rich regions by the U2AF65-BBP complex.
Crosslinks of U1 snRNP subunits peaked ∼17 nt downstream of the 5′ SS (Figure
3.13D). Motif searches around crosslinking peaks (±12 nt) detected the consensus 5′ SS
sequence GUAUGU in Luc7, Mud1, Nam8, and Snp1 data (Figures 3.13A and 3.14A).
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Figure 3.13: Conserved
Recognition of Pre-mRNA
Introns In Vivo
(A) Normalized and smoothed
occupancy profiles of U1 subunit
Nam8, Mud2 (human U2AF65),
and U2 subunit Ist3 around
introns of up to 600 nt length.
Introns were sorted by length and
aligned at their 5′ splice site (5′
SS).
(B) Transcript-averaged occu-
pancy profiles of all factors
around introns between 150 and
600 nt length.
(C) Splicing factors show high
affinity for unspliced RNAs.
Splicing indices (2.6.7) indicate
the binding preference for spliced
versus unspliced RNAs for all
factors.
(D) Intron-averaged factor oc-
cupancy profiles show binding
of U1 snRNP near the 5′ SS
and binding of the U2 snRNP
and the commitment complex
(BBP/U2AF65) over the entire
intron with a peak at the 3′ splice
site (3′ SS).
(E) The branchpoint (BP) lies
within 50 nt upstream of the 3′
SS. Distance distribution of the
branch point (BP) motif from the
3′ SS.
(F) Yeast Msl5 (human BBP)
binds the BP in vivo, whereas
Mud2 (U2AF65) and U2 snRNP
(Ist3) bind downstream of the BP.
Transcript-averaged occupancy
profiles of Msl5, Mud2, and Ist3,
centered at the BP (top), com-
pared to the poly(U) distribution
over the same region (bottom).
(G) Model of factors recognizing
an intron during formation of E
and A complexes.
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As expected, crosslink sites of U1 snRNP subunits were not significantly enriched around
the BP (Figure 3.14B). The U2 subunit Ist3 crosslinked mainly ∼10 nt upstream of the
3′ SS (Figure 3.13D). These results agree with the in vitro-derived binding of U1 and U2
snRNPs near the 5′ SS and the 3′ SS, respectively [81]. The splice site RNA motifs were
apparently responsible for recruitment of U1 and U2 snRNPs, because their subunits
generally did not crosslink to intron-less RNAs (Figure 3.11A). To investigate the order
of factor binding to introns, we calculated a ’splicing index’ (Figures 3.13C, 3.14C, and
3.14D, 2.6.7) [86]. All splicing factors obtained negative splicing indices, demonstrating
preferential binding to unspliced RNA. The strongest preference for unspliced over spliced
RNA was obtained for Mud2, the weakest for Ist3. Thus our in vivo data support the
two-state model of intron recognition derived from in vitro studies (Figure 3.13G).
3.2.6 Unified recognition of pre-mRNA polyadenylation sites
In human cells, recognition of the pA site involves several RNA sequence elements that
are bound by the cleavage and polyadenylation specificity factor (CPSF) complex [67, 69,
70]. The CPSF subunit CPSF-160 recognizes the pA signal (PAS) sequence AAUAAA
upstream of the pA site. Subunits CPSF-100 and CPSF-30 bind neighboring U-rich
sequences, and subunit CPSF-73 cleaves the RNA [67, 69]. Homologous subunits are
found in the yeast CPSF counterpart CPF, which also contains additional proteins, such
as Mpe1 [87].
After extensive trials we could map CPF subunits Cft2/Ydh1 (CPSF-100), Yth1 (CPSF-
30), and Mpe1 onto pre-mRNA (Figure 3.15A). Cft2 crosslinked to regions flanking the
pA site, consistent with binding near the cleavage site in vitro [88]. Yth1 showed a
peak ∼17 nt upstream of the pA site, consistent with in vitro results [89], and with
localization of its human counterpart CPSF-30 in vivo [73]. Mpe1 gave rise to a peak ∼6
nt upstream the pA site, explaining why it is an essential factor required for 3′ processing
[87]. Although Cft1/Yhh1 (CPSF-160) and Ysh1 (CPSF-73) did not show PAR-CLIP
signals, these data locate the yeast CPSF counterpart CPF at the pA site in vivo and
define many of its subunit-RNA interactions.
Human CPSF is assisted by the CstF complex, which binds to pre-mRNA downstream
of CPSF [67, 69]. However, the yeast CstF counterpart CFIA is believed to bind upstream
of the CPSF counterpart CPF [67, 69], and this model is based on in vitro evidence that
the CFIA subunit Rna15 binds upstream of the pA site [90]. In contrast, we observed
very strong crosslinking of Rna15 downstream of the pA site in vivo, with a peak at ∼16
nt (Figure 3.15A). These results agree with an alternative in vitro study [88], and with
binding of the human Rna15 homolog CstF64 downstream of the pA site in vivo [73]. The
PAR-CLIP peak for Rna15 downstream of the pA site is also consistent with an occupancy
peak observed in the same region by chromatin immunoprecipitation [91]. Thus CFIA is
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Figure 3.14: Occupancy of splicing factors around introns and the branch point (BP)
The splicing index is robust with respect to using the coverage of coverage exon-intron or intron-exon
junctions.
(A) Occupancy profiles of the U1 snRNP splicing factors Mud1, Luc7, and Snp1, and the BBP/Msl5
derived from PAR-CLIP experiments for all introns. Each line represents an intron, and introns are
sorted by length and aligned at their 5′-SS. Motifs found by XXmotif to be enriched ±20 nt around the
cross-linking sites are shown next to the factors around which they are enriched.
(B) Average occupancy profiles for the U1 snRNP Luc7, Mud1, Nam8 and Snp1, and the U2 snRNP Ist3
around the branch point (BP).
(C) Splicing index calculated using coverage of exon-intron (EI) junctions.
(D) Splicing index calculated using coverage of inton-exon (IE) junctions.
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Figure 3.15: Unified
Model for Polyadeny-
lation Site Recognition
In Vivo
(A) CFIA subunit Rna15
binds downstream of CPF
complex and the pA site.
Averaged occupancy profiles
of Rna15 and CPF subunits
Cft2, Mpe1, and Yth1,
aligned at the pA site show
that CPF binds at the pA
site, whereas CFIA binds
downstream in vivo.
(B) RNA motifs enriched in
a window of ±25 nt around
the crosslinked sites with
fraction of occurrence and
XXmotif E-value.
(C) RNA 3′ processing
factors have distinct
tetramer-binding prefer-
ences. Shown are log-odd
scores for enrichments of
selected tetramers (y axis)
for bins of binding sites
ranging from 100% to 1%
occupancy (x axis).
(D) Sequences around the
pA site exhibit an ’A-U bias’.
Shown is the distribution
of nucleotide composition
around the pA site.
(E) Unified model for
pA site recognition in S.
cerevisiae and human by
the two major, conserved 3′
processing complexes CPF
(CPSF) and CFIA (CstF)
bound on pre-mRNA.
(F) Processing indices mea-
suring the tendency of the
factors to bind to uncleaved
pre-mRNA rather than
cleaved RNA, computed as
log2 odds ratios uncleaved
versus cleaved RNA bound
by the factor.
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located downstream, rather than upstream, of the pA site and CPF, consistent with the
position of the human CstF complex downstream of the pA site and downstream of the
CPF counterpart CPSF. These results lead to a unified model for pA site recognition by
the two conserved 3′ processing complexes bound to pre-mRNA (Figure 3.15E).
3.2.7 Definition and decoration of mRNA 3′ ends
To investigate how RNA sequence-binding preferences of processing factors define the pA
site, we searched for sequence motifs around crosslinking peaks. Peaks for Yth1 and Mpe1
often contained the motifs UAUAUA (’efficiency element’; [92, 93]) and AUAAUU, re-
spectively, and Cft2, Mpe1, and Yth1 generally preferred RNA sites containing U/A-rich
tetramer sequences (Figure 3.15C). Rna15 did not show enrichment for the ’positioning el-
ement’ AAUAAA (Figure 3.15C) that had been reported to bind in vitro [90]. Instead, it
preferentially bound regions in vivo that were enriched with the A-less tetrameric motifs
UUUU and UCUC (Figure 3.15C), and a motif search yielded the sequence UUUUCUU
(Figure 3.15B) that is very similar to the downstream U-rich element [93]. More generally,
pA site regions exhibit a bias in nucleotide composition. Whereas the immediate vicinity
of the pA site showed an enrichment of UU and AA dinucleotides up- and downstream,
respectively, flanking regions showed the inverse, a phenomenon we refer to as A-U bias
(Figures 3.15D).
The A-U bias apparently directs binding of CPF subunits upstream and around pA
sites and binding of Rna15 downstream of pA sites, due to corresponding sequence prefer-
ences of these factors (Figure 3.15C). In some yeast mRNAs, the A-rich upstream region
contains a positioning element [90] that may bind Cft1 and may correspond to the hu-
man polyadenylation signal [94], and an UA-rich efficiency element [92] that may bind
CFIB/Hrp1 [95]. These two elements are, however, dispensable for RNA cleavage in vitro
[88], consistent with our view that the A-U bias, rather than specific sequence elements,
underlies pA site recognition. A similar A-U bias was observed around human pA sites
[73] and befits the conserved arrangement of 3′ processing factors revealed here.
Additional data showed that the AU/UU-rich regions upstream of pA sites bind Pab1
and Pub1 (Figure 3.16). Both factors gave rise to crosslinking near the 3′ end of mRNAs
(Figures 3.16A and 3.16C). Pab1 bound upstream of the pA site to the UAUAUA ’effi-
ciency element’ motif (Figures 3.16A and 3.16B) as described [59, 74], and showed some
depletion at the Yth1 site (Figures 3.15E and 3.16C). Pub1 occupied both UA-rich re-
gions in the 3′ UTR [96, 97] and poly(U) tracts (Figure 3.16B) but also bound upstream
of the open reading frame (ORF) in the 5′ UTR (Figure 3.16D) as described [98, 99, 100].
Pub1 and Pab1 were generally depleted from the translated ORF (Figures 3.16C and
3.16D), indicating that these factors are displaced during translation in the cytoplasm.
Taken together, these data may be explained as follows. The two major 3′ processing
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Figure 3.16: Pab1 and Pub1
Bind UA-and U-Rich Se-
quences at mRNA 3′ Ends
(A) Normalized and smoothed oc-
cupancy profiles of the poly(A)-
binding protein Pab1 and the
poly(U)-binding protein Pub1 de-
rived from PAR-CLIP data in
sense direction for all ORF-Ts.
ORF-Ts were sorted by length
and aligned at their transcrip-
tion start site (TSS). The mo-
tifs were enriched around binding
sites (±25 bp).
(B) Pab1 and Pub1 bind to
U/A-rich sequences. Log2 en-
richment of selected tetramer mo-
tifs around Pab1 (left) and Pub1
(right) binding sites compared to
unbound sequence regions, ana-
lyzed within 18 equal-sized bins
of occupancy quantiles between
100% and 1% site occupancy (x
axis).
(C) Averaged occupancy profiles
of Pab1 and Pub1 derived from
PAR-CLIP data in sense direction
for all ORF-Ts, centered at the
pA site of all ORF-Ts.
(D) Pub1 preferentially binds
poly(U)n ≥ tracts near the pA
site. Average occupancy profiles
of Pub1 around Poly(U)n≥ tracts
within the 5′ UTR, ORF, or 3′
UTR, or near pA sites.
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complexes CPF and CFIA bind to pre-mRNA regions with an A-U bias and pA site, caus-
ing RNA cleavage and polyadenylation, and subsequent release of 3′ processing factors,
which enables complete decoration of the mRNA 3′ end with Pab1 and Pub1.
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3.2.8 Transcription-coupled mRNP export
In our current view, mRNA export begins with the recruitment of the THO/TREX
complex during Pol II elongation [101, 102]. Mature mRNA is then exported from the
nucleus by the heterodimeric export factor Mex67-Mtr2 [103, 104]. Mex67 uses mRNA
adaptor proteins such as Nab2, Npl3, and Yra1 [105, 106, 107, 108]. PAR-CLIP analysis
revealed similar distributions of the THO subunits Tho2 and Hpr1 over mRNAs (Figure
3.17A) and no mRNA preferences, indicating that the THO complex is a general factor
associated with Pol II transcripts. Tho2 gave stronger signals, consistent with its role
in THO complex recruitment [109, 110]. Mex67 bound RNA in vivo (Figure 3.17B),
explaining how it remains bound to mRNA after release of adaptor proteins. Mex67 did
not show preferences for RNA motifs, consistent with its function as a general export
factor, and consistent with data obtained by CRAC ([74], Figure 3.11C). The export
adaptors Nab2, Npl3, and Yra1 showed different crosslinking patterns, indicating specific,
nonredundant functions (Figure 3.17C). The number of mRNAs bound by two or three
export adaptors was limited (Figure 3.17C), showing that these factors exhibit mRNA
preferences, as suggested by purification of mRNAs associated with Yra1 [111]. Yra1
occupancy decreased before the pA site, whereas Npl3 also showed crosslinking at 3′ ends,
consistent with its influence on pA site choice [112, 113]. Whereas Nab2 preferentially
bound short mRNAs (Figure 3.17C), Yra1 and Sub2 preferred long mRNAs (Figure
3.17D). Nab2 crosslinking density was also stronger at the 3′ ends of ORF-Ts as described
(Figure 3.17A) [74], consistent with its known influence on 3′ processing [114, 115, 116, 74].
Nab2 sites were enriched for the motif GUAG (Figure 3.17C) as described [59]. Thus
components of the mRNA export machinery show preferences for RNAs with specific
sequences and lengths.
3.2.9 Global analysis links splicing to 3′ processing
We now subjected all PAR-CLIP data to a global analysis (Figure 3.18). In addition to
the splicing index (Figures 3.13C, 3.14C), we introduced a ’processing index’ (2.6.8) that
estimates whether factors preferentially bind uncleaved or cleaved RNA (Figures 3.15F).
A plot of splicing versus processing indices (Figure 3.18A) indicates how the composition
of protein-RNA complexes is remodeled during mRNP biogenesis (Figure 3.18B). We
further calculated for each pair of factors the Pearson correlation coefficient of the total
weighted occupancies over transcripts (Figure 3.18C, 2.6.10). This estimates the extent
to which factors co-occupy the same transcripts. We further determined the extent to
which two factors colocalize in a window of 25 nt around binding sites (Figure 3.18D,
2.6.11). Finally, we computed for each pair of factors the Pearson correlations between
their averaged occupancy profiles, to measure the shape similarity of binding profiles
(Figure 3.19, 2.6.9).
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Figure 3.17: Export Adaptors Differ in Their mRNA-Binding Preference
(A) Normalized and smoothed average occupancy profiles for Nab2 and the THO complex subunits Tho2
and Hpr1, derived from PAR-CLIP experiments for top-bound ORF-Ts (100%˘90%).
(B) Normalized and smoothed average occupancy profiles for the general export factor Mex67, derived
from PAR-CLIP experiments for all ORF-Ts, sorted by length and aligned at their TSS.
(C) The export adaptors Yra1, Npl3, and Nab2 have distinct mRNA-binding preferences. Pairwise corre-
lation scatterplots for occupancies of Yra1, Npl3, and Nab2 on ORF-Ts.
(D) Transcript-averaged Yra1 and Sub2 occupancies in sense directions, centered at the TSS, for short
(0–1 kb), medium (1–2 kb), and long (2–5 kb) transcripts.
(E) Occupancy profiles for SR-like proteins Hrb1 and Gbp2 and for Sub2, derived from PAR-CLIP exper-
iments for all ORF-Ts, sorted by length and aligned at their TSS.
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Figure 3.18: Global Analysis Reveals Links between Splicing, 3′ Processing, and Ex-
port
(A) ’Splicing index’ and ’processing index’ for all analyzed factors (yellow, capping; orange/red, 3′ pro-
cessing; green, splicing; blue, export; black/pink, RNA surveillance). A splicing index of 0 (1) indicates
binding only to unspliced (spliced) mRNA. Similarly, a processing index of 0 (1) signifies binding only to
uncleaved pre-mRNA (cleaved mRNA). The splicing index is averaged over all intron-containing ORF-Ts;
the processing index is averaged over all ORF-Ts.
(B) Model for mRNP biogenesis resulting from PAR-CLIP-based occupancy measurements.
(C) Factor co-occupancy of transcripts. Pairwise Pearson correlation coefficient of the total weighted
occupancies over entire transcripts for all factors.
(D) Factor colocalization on transcript sites. Colocalization for each pair of factors in a window of 25 nt
around the centered binding sites (column).
This global analysis provided evidence for an ancient link between splicing and 3′
processing. Splicing factors fell into two groups when sorted by their processing index
(Figure 3.15F and 3.18A). The splicing factors Mud2, Msl5, Snp1, and Luc7 preferentially
bound uncleaved RNA, whereas other splicing factors preferred cleaved RNA (Figure
3.18B). Mud2 and Msl5 profiles were correlated with those of 3′ processing factors Rna15
and Cft2, and Nam8 correlated with Mpe1, Pab1, and Pub1 (Figure 3.19). Also, Mud2,
Msl5, and Nam8 crosslinked near the pA site (Figure 3.10), although this could also reflect
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splicing-independent functions of these factors at pA sites. Nam8 tended to colocalize
with Pub1, whereas Mud2 and Msl5 tended to co-occupy transcripts with Hpr1, Hrb1,
Nab2, and Npl3, and they colocalized with Rna15 (Figures 3.18C and 3.18D). Indeed,
Rna15 preferentially bound unspliced mRNAs (Figures 3.13C and 3.18A), but also showed
the lowest processing index (Figures 3.15F and 3.18A), confirming its early binding to
pre-mRNA [94, 117].
These results indicate that the machineries for splicing and 3′ processing interact in
yeast, as inferred by genetics [118], although it is currently believed that such an interac-
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Figure 3.19: Similarity matrix of factor-binding profiles
Similarity matrix of factor-binding profiles shows blocks of functionally linked factors with similar occu-
pancy profiles along transcripts For each pair of factors, the matrix shows the color-coded Pearson corre-
lations between the occupancy profiles averaged over ORF-Ts in occupancy quantile ranges 100%− 90%,
70% − 60% and 40% − 30%. Each cell corresponding to a pair of factors thus shows 3×3 color coded
Pearson correlations. In cells that are entirely green in all 3×3 subcells, profiles are similar to each other
across all three quantile ranges of occupancy. Note that export factors profiles show similarity to splicing
factor profiles.
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tion is restricted to mammalian cells [119, 70, 120]. Indeed, 3′ processing may assist in
splicing, but not the other way around, because unspliced and spliced transcripts recruit
3′ processing factors to a similar extent (data not shown). This model is consistent with
the known stimulation of splicing by 3′ processing in human cells [121].
3.2.10 Transcript surveillance and fate
The global analysis also elucidated how nuclear export is restricted to mature mRNPs.
First, export factors preferred spliced over unspliced mRNA, and generally did not bind
uncleaved RNA (Figures 3.13C and 3.18A). The highest splicing index was found for
Pab1, which binds mature mRNA [122], whereas the lowest splicing index was found
for Mud2, which is expected to initiate intron recognition [81]. Second, binding profiles
for export factors except Nab2 differed from those of 3′ processing factors (Figure 3.19),
reflecting that export factors select 3′ processed mRNAs. Third, the SR proteins Gbp2
and Hrb1 [123] overlapped with THO/TREX subunits, and Hrb1 tended to bind the same
transcripts as the Mud2-Msl5 complex (Figures 3.18C). This is consistent with a role of
Gbp2 and Hrb1 in restricting mRNA export to spliced transcripts [124]. Gbp2 and Hrb1
showed distinct RNA-binding motifs (Figure 3.17E), and Hrb1 colocalized with splicing
factors Luc7 and Snp1 (Figure 3.18D), consistent with a role in splicing [125, 126, 81].
A subset of 3′ processing factors also showed occupancy profiles that were similar
to those of RNA surveillance factors Nrd1 and Nab3 (Figure 3.19). Rna15 colocalized
with Nrd1 and Nab3 on transcripts (Figure 3.18D) and crosslinked to aberrant divergent
ncRNAs (Figure 3.11). This indicates that some 3′ processing factors are part of the
RNA surveillance machinery that terminates and degrades aberrant RNAs, as predicted
by genetics [25]. Nrd1 and Nab3 colocalized with Cbc2 (Figure 3.18D) and preferentially
bound uncleaved pre-mRNA, in accordance with their role in triggering early termination
of transcription. Nrd1 and Nab3 colocalized with splicing factors on introns (Figures
3.13C and 3.18D), likely because of their preferential binding to noncoding RNA regions
[24]. These observations are consistent with a general nuclear RNA surveillance pathway
and suggest that a transient surveillance/3′ processing complex takes a decision during
RNA synthesis of whether a transcript is subjected to degradation or to polyadenylation
and nuclear export.
3.2.11 Conclusion
Here we report high-confidence transcriptome maps for 23 protein factors involved in
mRNP biogenesis in the eukaryotic model system S. cerevisiae. We demonstrate that
PAR-CLIP efficiently captures short-lived unspliced and uncleaved pre-mRNAs. This al-
lowed mapping of splicing factors onto introns and of 3′ processing factors within regions
downstream of the pA site, which are rapidly removed and degraded in cells. The distri-
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bution of factors over various pre-mRNA species that result from events during mRNP
biogenesis enabled integration of the data into a model for mRNP biogenesis based on
factor occupancy.
The three most notable insights from our data include (1) the observation of intron
recognition by the Mud2-Msl5 (human U2AF65-BBP) and the snRNPs U1 and U2 in
vivo, (2) a unified, conserved arrangement of the two major 3′ processing complexes CPF
and CFIA (human CPSF and CstF) around the pA site, and (3) links of the 3′ processing
machinery to RNA splicing and nuclear RNA surveillance. An analysis of the RNA
sequences underlying the crosslinked sites recovered known splicing motifs and revealed
a conserved ’A-U bias’ at the pA site. It also defined eight specific RNA motifs bound
by biogenesis factors, of which three were new, and showed that most factors exhibited
binding preferences for certain RNA tetrameric motifs.
Our results support the emerging concept that RNA-binding factors, in contrast to
DNA-binding factors, generally show binding preferences, rather than specificities, and
exhibit site promiscuity. To achieve high target specificity, multiple interactions of RNA-
binding subunits within a functional complex are required and/or additional protein
interactions of factors must occur, such as binding to the Pol II CTD. Synergistic factor
binding is evident within the machineries for splicing and 3′ processing. It explains how
sites in pre-mRNA can be located with confidence despite little sequence conservation
and a scarcity of motifs in RNA. It also explains how mRNA, which is restricted in its
sequence due to its coding nature, can evolve to specifically bind multifactor complexes.
Finally, global analysis of our data revealed that processes involved in mRNP biogenesis
are more tightly coupled than generally thought. An ancient link between 3′ processing
and splicing apparently coordinates both processes and generates mature mRNPs that
are selected for nuclear export. In particular, we observed direct RNA interactions of
splicing factors at the pA site and a differential distribution of splicing factors on pre-
mRNAs before and after their 3′ cleavage. How 3′ processing may influence spliceosome
dynamics and how the composition of protein-RNA complexes is remodeled several times
during mRNA biogenesis may be analyzed in the future.
3.3 Nrd1, Nab3, Sen1 binding site analysis
Parts of the analysis of the PAR-CLIP data presented in this chapter were published
in Schulz and Schwalb et al. [24] and served as input for further analysis in Schulz and
Schwalb [24]. Here, I summarize the Nrd1/Nab3 binding site analysis provided by STAMMP
and add the binding site information of Sen1.
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3.3.1 Summary
The transcriptome of eukaryotic genomes consists of more transcripts as expected by an-
notations. A characteristic that is described as pervasive transcription. In Saccharomyces
cerevisiae it could be shown that a major fraction of ncRNA originates from bi-directional
promoters [56] with two individual pre-initiation complexes (PICs) [78]. However, in order
to maintain proper cellular functions the generation of ncRNA should be avoided. With
a conditional depletion of Nrd1 from the nucleus of Saccharomyces cerevisiae using the
anchor-away technique [127] and an additional genome wide monitoring of transcriptional
changes using 4tU-seq [128] Schulz and Schwalb et al. could show, that Nrd1 globally
restricts ncRNA transcription by early termination [24]. The coupling of anchor-away
and 4tU-seq lead to a new annotation of 1 526 Nrd1-dependent unterminated transcripts
(NUTs) and showed that 59% of all NUTs originate antisense from 5′ and 3′ nucleosome
depleted regions (NDRs) flanking known genes [24]. Nrd1 is known to recognize a primary
sequence element in RNAs [45] and interacts with Nab3 and Sen1 [26]. In concordance,
the analysis of PAR-CLIP data shows that most binding sites of Nrd1, Nab3 and Sen1
are located antisense of the TSS and pA signals of known transcripts.
3.3.2 Nrd1,Nab3 and Sen1 primarily target antisense ncRNA originating
from NDRs at transcription start sites and pA sites of transcripts
In contrast to the published data in [24] the PAR-CLIP signals shown here are normalized
with the RNA-seq signal from Bäjen and Torkler et al. [44] which leads to similar results
(Figure 3.20A, compare to Figures 3A and 3B from [24]). The normalization in Schulz and
Schwalb was done with 4-tU-seq data after nuclear depletion of Nrd1 to avoid potential
normalization biases, due to sequencing problems of short lived ncRNAs [24]. However,
the antisense ncRNA data is analog between 4-tU-seq and RNA-seq normalized data
(Figure 3.20A and Figure 1B from [24]) indicating that RNA-seq data can be used for
reliable normalization even of ncRNA. Interestingly, the normalization with RNA-seq data
leads to weaker Nrd1 signals in sense transcripts compared to the 4-tU-seq normalization
(Figure 3.20A and Figure 1A from [24]).
A comparison of transcript averaged occupancies of Nrd1 and its interaction partners
Nab3 and Sen1 shows similar binding patterns (Figure 3.20B). Sen1 and Nrd1 show
strikingly similar patterns for both the binding to antisense transcripts originating from
NDRs at TSSs and pAs. Although the binding pattern of Nab3 is almost identical to
Nrd1 and Sen1 the binding of Nab3 is weaker at antisense transcripts originated from
NDRs at TSSs compared to the Nrd1 and Sen1 occupancies. Conversely, the occupancy
of Nab3 is stronger for antisense transcripts originated from NDRs at pAs compared to
the occupancies of Nrd1 and Sen1 (Figure 3.20B).
Nrd1/Nab3/Sen1 show their strongest occupancy at the same genomic locations at
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Figure 3.20: Nrd1,Nab3 and Sen1 binding targets in Saccharomyces cerevisiae
(A) Smoothed Nrd1 unnormalized (left) and normalized (right) occupancies in sense (blue) and antisense
(green) direction for all open reading frame-containing transcribed regions (ORF-Ts). ORF-Ts are sorted
by length and aligned at their transcription start site (TSS).
(B) Transcriped-averaged occupancies for Nrd1/Nab3/Sen1 and Cbc2 in sense and antisense direction
centered at the transcriptional start site (TSS) (left) and the polyadenylation site (pA) (right).
(C) Log2 enrichment of selected tetramer motifs (y axis) around Sen1 (left), Nrd1 (middle) and Nab3
(right) binding sites compared to unbound sequence regions, analyzed within sequence bins sorted by
occupancy from 100% to 1% occupancy (x axis).
(D) Scatter-plots of the occurences of the tetramer motifs UGUA (top row) and CUUG (bottom row) in
sense (left) and antisense ORF-Ts (right). Position weight matrices (PWMs) obtained by XXmotif for
the top bound 1000 Nrd1 (top) and Nab3 (bottom) sequences are shown in the middle.
∼300nt upstream of TSSs and at ∼240nt upstream of pAs which indicates a strong
relationship between these proteins. The comparison of the Nrd1/Nab3/Sen1 occupancies
to the peak of the capping factor Cbc2 shows that the occupancies for Nrd1/Sen1 are
almost identical for transcripts from NDRs at TSSs and pAs (∼0.65 at TSS and ∼0.06 for
pA) while the Cbc2 occupancy shows a difference by a factor of 2 (∼0.04 for transcripts
of NDRs at TSSs and ∼0.02 at pAs). The difference of the occupancy of Nab3 compared
to its interaction partners and the disimilar occupancy of Cbc2 shows a small difference
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between ncRNA originated from NDRs at TSSs and at pAs.
Motif and k-mer analysis of the PAR-CLIP data reveal strong binding preferences
to the 4-mers UGUA and GUAG for Nrd1 and CUUG and UCUU for Nab3 (Figure
3.20C) which is consistent with published binding preferences for Nrd1 and Nab3 [45, 59].
However, Nrd1 shows a stronger preference to primary sequence elements compared to
Nab3 which shows also weak preferences to Nrd1 related 4-mers. In addition, the motif
enrichment is positively correlated with the described RNA-seq normalization (Figure
3.20C). Thus, the stronger the PAR-CLIP occupancy the stronger the enrichment of
the 4-mer. Despite the strong agreement of the Nrd1 and Sen1 binding patterns no
convincing binding preference is observed for Sen1 (Figure 3.20C) indicating that the RNA
recognition for the Nrd1/Nab3/Sen1 complex is mediated via the binding preferences of
Nrd1 and Nab3.
A closer look to the distribution of the Nrd1-preferred 4-mer UGUA across the S.cer
transcriptome (Figure 3.20D top row) shows a depletion in sense transcripts and a weak
enrichment in antisense transcripts and thus indicating that ncRNAs are detected via
sequence specificities. The 4-mer analysis of the Nab3-preferred 4-mer CUUG revealed
even stronger observations (Figure 3.20D bottom row) especially for the occurrence of
CUUG in antisense transcripts.

4 Conclusion & Outlook
A complete computational pipeline for PAR-CLIP data analysis referred to as STAMMP is
presented in this work. STAMMP covers all necessary steps to get from raw data to inter-
pretable plots and to shed light on the functions of in vivo protein-RNA interactions. The
general analysis of PAR-CLIP data shows, that mutation counts which are widely used
for both binding site detection and binding strength determination have to be corrected
for their transcript expression rate dependency.
Additionally, PAR-CLIP data is impaired by severe technical biases likely to be caused
by immunoprecipitation and offtarget effects, that falsifies biological results. The RNA-
seq normalization shown here addresses both effects. Dividing the observed mutation
counts by RNA-seq counts corrects for transcript abundance and lead to a natural deter-
mination of binding strength. After normalization technical immunoprecipitation back-
ground binding shows only strong influence on weakly bound binding sites. Strongly
bound sites are not affected heavily. As a consequence, the normalization of PAR-CLIP
data is absolutely mandatory to get reliable biological results.
PAR-CLIP data analyzed in this study is affected by a general sequence bias where
binding sites tend to bind to 4-tU after previous poly-A stretches. If this effect is a
general PAR-CLIP bias or if it is specific to the protocol used here may be analyzed in
the future.
To sum up, data pre-processing has a huge impact on PAR-CLIP data quality and the
following biological conclusion. However, proposed analysis protocols neglect these pre-
process steps to a large extend and are only focusing onto the detection of binding sites
based on mutation rates. Due to these facts, PAR-CLIP studies based on unnormalized
data and their biological conclusions should be considered with caution.
For the purpose of the comparison of PAR-CLIP binding site detection methods a
benchmark based on real biological data of 25 data sets is introduced here to compare
PAR-CLIP analysis methods under real conditions. STAMMP’s statistical model for binding
site detection shows a superior performance compared to the analysis methods proposed
by wavClusteR, PARalyzer and PIPE− CLIP. More binding sites are found by STAMMP
while lowering the FDR in less time.
However, the treatment of sequence biases and offtarget effects are not considered so
far and have to be approached in upcoming improvements of STAMMP. In addition, the
parameter estimations can be done separately for various sequencing depths as long as
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enough count data is available rather then averaging parameters like it is done in the
current version. Finally, it should be the aim to extend the p-value based detection
method to a full bayesian model.
Besides technical results STAMMP revealed insights into the biogenesis of mRNAs as
well as the transcriptome surveillance machinery in yeast. The protocol successfully
captured interactions of proteins to pre-mRNAs as well as mature mRNAs allowing the
determination of protein-RNA interactions in the matter of time. A conserved recognition
of pre-mRNA introns, a unified recognition of pre-mRNA polyadenylation sites between
yeast and human as well as a connection of splicing and 3′-processing events are the most
notable results.
As no specific binding motifs could be inferred for most of the analyzed proteins the in
vivo folding of RNA molecules is one major remaining obstacle for both precise binding
motif finding as well as the inference of factor co-occupancies and co-localizations. More
sophisticated models are needed to precisely address these questions.
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